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FORECAST
Predicted low m d high temper* 
itures Thursday at Kelowna, Fen* 
ticton and K a ^ o p s :  K  and 40. 
lyttcm 40 and 4li. High and low 
r e c o r d  a t  Kelowna Tuesday: 
45 and 32.
HIGH AND LOW
Okanagan. liUooet, Korth and 
South Twmpson: M^Uy cloudy 
to d ^  and Thursday. Occasional 
ahdwers. A few snowQurrics 
Thursday, and colder. Winds 
southerly 20 in valleys decreasing 
to light tor^ht.
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CAR HANGS PRECARIOUSLY ON ROCK EDGE
Local barrister R. M. Hay- 
' man and his son Craig had a 
close call when their car skid­
ded and went out of control on 
the McCullough road, near Rock
Creek. They were returning 
from a hunting expedition at the 
time of the accident. Aboyd the 
station wagon is shown perched | 
precariously on a huge rock.
It took the auto wrecking crews 
414 hours to winch the car back 
on the road. .
(Photo by Doug May)
Parkinson W illing  To Carry On 
As Regatta Head "One M ore Year"
Despite the added responsibili­
ties and the resultant tinrie-taking 
of being m^yor of the city, R. F. 
Parkinson intends to carry out his 
arduous duties,as “Mr. Regatta" 
—providing, of course, that he is 
chosen at tonight’s annual jneet- 
, ing dnh^TCflhwnhltoualic’Aŝ  ̂
c i a t i o d r '-  . . .  ' *
It is almosf a “ lead pipe cinch" 
that he will be named, because 
the Aquatic directors and every­
one connected with the Regatta 
now or in the past—realizes that 
there is no one wdth more experi 
eiice at the job of chairman of 
tee Regatta committee than the 
city’s newly-chosen mayor.
Mayor Parkinson intends to 
give it one more whirl before.re­
tiring, but if it wasn’t for the fact 
that next year’s Regatta will be 
part of the city’s B.C. centennial 
celebration, he would have given 
the ’ reins over to someone else 
before this.
DECIDED TO STAY 
Mayor Parkinson said he want­
ed to decline over two years ago, 
but because the 1955 Regatta came 
during the city’s golden jubilee 
year, he stayed on,
Then the next year, he had to 
keep it because it was the fiftieth 
anniversary of the Regatta.
Last year he decided almost to 
.give it up but with preparations 
already being made for .the cen­
tennial year, he agreed to keep 
the chairmanship. , -
Now, as mayor of the city, fol­
lowing the unexpected death of 
Mayor Ladd last month. “Mr. 
Regatta" will find even still less
time to devote to Regatta affairs.
But, after a thorough soul 
searching, the chief magistrate 
has decided to remain at the helm 
of tee Regatta ship-^if asked to 
do so. • \
All will he known for a certainty
after tonight’s annual meeting, 
which takes place at tee coiuicil 
chamber in tee city hall, begin­
ning- a t 8 o’clock.
“But this will be the last time,” 
Mayor Parkinson has averred, 
“That’&,iar. surer.*" , '




ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP)— 
AFLrCIO building trades unions 
today called on tee parent feder­
ation to cancel an expulsion 
threat against the Teamsters 
Union.
Delegates to the building and 
construction trades department 
convention voted overwhelmingly 
to call on the AFL-CIO to re­
scind the present suspension 
status of the Teamsters and can­
cel the threat to expel the giant 
truck union fi’om the federation. 
UNITY THREATENED
The Teamsters' have been im- 
der year-long investigation in 
public hearings before the Sen 
ate rackets investigating commit­
tee in Washington. Testimony in 
the hearing has linked James 
Hoffa, the union’s president-elect 
and Dave Beck, outgoing presi­
dent, with misusing vast <sums 
of union funds and otherwise ab­
using their powers.
The building trades resolution 
said suspension and threatened 
expulsion of the Teamsters from 
the AFL-CIO “threatens the 
unity of labor during a period 
when all labor is under attack— 
we consider the action against 
the Teamsters as a dangerous 
precedent which threatens the 
continued autonomy of our own 
international unions."
’The Teamsters make up about 
one-tenth of the AFL-CIO’s 15,- 
000,000 members.
BAKERS INVOLVED
The 'AFL-CIO council also was 
^pected to vote expulsion recom- 
mendaiton?-fpr’ te 
d^.afid disltuery workers unions 
similarly involved in charges of 
alleged corruptions. The recom­
mendations are to go to tee AFL- 
CIO cenvention convening here 
Thursday.
New Zero Hour Set 
For 2;55 p.m. PST
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (A P )— th e  U.S. defence de­
partment said at 2 :30  p.m. EST (11 :30  a.m. PST) that the 
newest tentative launching time for the baby satellite was 5:55 
p.m. (2:55 p.m. PST).
C. H. Schooley, defense department information chief, 
said the navy was keeping a close watch on the 23-milc-an-hour 
wind and its possible effect on the tall rocket.
Other informed sources guessed
that the launching might come 
closer to 7 p.m. (4 p.m. PST) or 
even later.
SEVERAL DELAYS /
. There have been several 
holds” or short delay periods, 
as is customary to correct or to 
check thorougldy conditions that 
arise as a rocket is prepared for 
launching.
The earlier announced H-hour 
countdown preparatory period 
was going fairly smoothly but a 
navy research laboratory spokes-
port board is to consider within 
a few days a bid by Canadian 
Pacific Airlines to operate a new, 
trans - continental air service- 
field now held exclusively by 
publicly-owned Trans-Canada Air 
Lines.
The application, announced by 
CPA Tuesday night at Vancouver, 
was forecast Nov, 13 when CPA 
announced in Montreal plans to 
seek cross-country rights in com­
petition with 'TCA,
CPA said it would place into 
service 15 DC-6B airliners If the 
bid were approved. It asked for 
passenger, rail and. freight traf­
fic rights in Vancouver, Calgary, 
Edmonton, Saskatoon, Regina, 
Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa and 
Montreal. |
A board official here said tee 
application will be considered 
within a few days.
Prospects of CPA winning its
OTTAWA (CP)—The air trans-case appeared good in the light
of past Progressive Conservative 
views on TCA*s ;m 6tt0poly on 
coast-to-coast trafdc. ■ ■ 
However, a CPA hid four years 
ago for a freight franchise only 
was turned down by tee Liberal 
cabinet.
’The Montreal announcement 
said the proposed service of four 
east-west flights daily would "di­
rectly duplicate only 10 per cent 
of present inter-city services."
Transport Minister George Hees 
is expected to nrake his views 
known in the Commons shortly,
Liberal W orkers Face 
106 Election Charges
TORONTO (CP)-Four of five 
persons facing 106 charges 
arising from alleged padding of 
voters' lists in Toronto St. Paul’s 
riding appeared today in court 
and were remanded.
The four were , orrested by 
RCMP after warrants were 
sworn out Tuesday before Jus­
tice of the Peace Kcnncte Glm- 
blott.
Yho arrests followed judicial 
< Inquiry whlcft brought out nlle- 
Rations of a plhn to add about 
500 flctitioMS namc,s to voters* 
lists in the riding for the federal 
election of last Juno 10.
A total-of 106 charges, includ­
ing perJuiY, forgery and violat­
ing the Conada Elections Act, 
was laid against the three women 
and two men. '
Appearing In court were Nora 
Oopacher, who faces 36 charges; 
Thomas Middleton, facing 32 
charges; George Ewing, facing 
12 charges, and Mrs. KathlMn 
VoIIum, facing six charges. Still 
sought is Bemlco Price, against 
whom 18 charges were laid. All 
ore of Thronto.
Ball of 15,000 was set In each
case.
Police said the women werh re­
leased from Custody, Tuesday 
night after posting l»il, The men 
were still in cells «*afly today.
Nora Conacher, a member of
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, 
Calif. (AP»-Tho UB, Air Farce 
plans to begin a riveBay assault 
Thursday on the world s|)eed rec- 
onl of 1,1321 miles an hour held 
by Brltnin, Maj, Adrian E. Drew 
Is to make the nttempl In n 
Mcl^nncU F-IOIA' Voodoo jet 
fighter.
i
the athletic Conacher family, 
used her maiden name during the 
eight-dny inquiry conducted last 
June by Chief Justice J. C. Mc- 
Ruer, of the Ontario Supreme 
Court. Her married name is Mrs, 
Nora Gamble.
A Liberal party worker, she 
testified at the inquiry that she 
alone planned the addition of fic­
titious names to forms used to 
place names of voters’ lists. Ber­
nice Price, Mrs. Vollum and Mid­
dleton admitted signing names 
and Mrs. Gamble said they did 
it at her direction.
T^o fifth person charged Tues­
day, hospital worker George 





ter Dicfcnbakcr paid tribute 
Tuesday night to one of his pre­
decessors, Rt. Hon. Arthur 
Meighen, as a great statesman 
and literary figure.
Mr. Diefenbaker, spoke at a Ca­
nadian Club testimonial dinner 
honoring Mr. Meighen, past presi­
dent of tec club.
Tributes to Mr. Meighen were 
received from Sir Winston 
Churchill, who referred to him as 
“this most distinguished Cana­
dian statesman,” and former 
prime minister St. Laurent, who 
said he was “distinguished ns a 





Atomic Energy Authority today 
refused comment on a report by 
the Manencster Guardian wclon- 
llfio correspondent that Britain's 
latest success In thermonuclear 
research Is being hushed up In 
response to American requests.
Hie repoH; onn<terned ,*:S5ecta", 
a research rig resembUng a huge 
steel-plate O^ghnut a t the au­
thority’s main research centre nt 
Harwell,
Zeeta went Into the operation 
in the middle of August to taiee 
the temperature of Itydrogen 
bomb, goses suftlclently to set off 
a controlled ndease of nuclear 
energy. At stake is the possibll 
ity of taming ,the H-bomb blast 
for oeaceful purposes, .
Switch Sides 
In TV Mixup
LIVERPOOL (Reuters) — La 
bor and Conservative party 
spokesmen changed sides Tues­
day night in a weird television 
mixup that left party officials 
crying in their ballot boxes.
The confusion came when 
television station in nearby Man­
chester broadcast speeches by 
the three candidates in Thurs­
day’s parliamentary byelection in 
Liverpool’s Garston riding.
The face of Labor candidate 
Ian Levin flashed on the screen 
-accompanied by a speech prais­
ing Conservative government pol­
icy. Then came Conservative can 
didate Richard Bingham and 
voice urging Garston residents to 
vote for Labor.
Red-faced officials of the sta 
tlon explained to angry callers 
that the recorded tapes of the in 
tervlews had been mixed up and 
promised to run tec show again 
tonight—with the right voices.
Liberal Arthur Dennis was the 
only candidate whose voice 
matched the plctu.... He will have 
his speech repeated anyway, sta 
tlon officials said.
''STRASBOURG, France (Rout­
ers)—One of the biggest earth­
quakes in recent ycar.s was re 
corded today by seismographs nt 
several world centres. But they 
could not agree where the trem 
ors took place.
ALSO IN THE NEWS
ROME (Reuters) — Under­
takers in Rome said today there 
would be a delay , of up to two 
days In funerals because' of the 
many dentes caused by cold 
weather and Aslan flu. They 
said they could not supply coftlns 
arid hearses fast enough. '
MORE SALK URGED 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -  A 
fourth “booster" - shot of Salk 
polio vaccine nexj: spring for all 
persons who have previously re­
ceived the usual three shots was 
recommended today by a Uni­
versity of Pennsylvania doctor. 
Dr. Lewis L. Ccttell also urged 
all persons under 40 who haven’t 
done so to complete the usual 
three-shot course of "properly 
spaced" injections.'
-  WORST FOG HITS 
Ij6NDO^ (AP)-The worst fog 
In tw9 years and ft Zt^egree 
temperature that iced roads to­
day tied up transporatlons in 
most of the British Isles. Two 
persons were killed In traffic 
nccldcnls, Hundreds of motorlsU 
abandoned their cars Wcdaeiday 
nlghU
WASHINGTON (AP) Prcsl 
dent' Eisenhower’s recuperation 
progress “ continues to , be excel 
,cnt,’’ and ns long ns that l.s the 
case there will be no mpre mod 
leal bulletins on his condition 
White House press secretary 
James C. Hagcrty announced Into 
Wednesday. Hagcrty snld the dis 
continuance docs not mean' the 
presidoat Is fully recovered.
P ork/B eef
Kelowna pork and beef prices 
are rising slightly.
Lower prices in Eastern Can­
ada do not affect the local situa­
tion.
This is because surplus and 
scarcity in all foodstuffs governs 
price and a surplus on tee eastern 
market, dipping prices in Toronto 
and Ottawa, rarely are extended 
to the west.
A Daily Courier spot check of 
local food outlets today revealed 
average prices of pork picnics 
range from 39 cents a pound to 
about 42 cents. Average cost Of 
{X)rk loinroastsm n fromBD^cehts 
to 73 cents a pound.
Beef at the present time is 
stable, but will rise slightly. 
COSTS DECLINE 
Meanwhile, Canadian Press re­
ported from Ottawa today that 
the Canadian Bureau of Statistics 
shows a 1.2 per cent decline in 
food costs across the country. 
This, the bureatl said, was caus­
ed fay aporeciably lower prices 
for all work cuts and smaller but 
still significant decreases for 
beef.
The bureau said only note­
worthy price increases were 




JERUSALEM (CP) -  ‘Agree­
ment has been reached in the 
Mount Scopus convoy affair,” 
Premier Ben-Gurion announced 
today after two days’ conference 
with UN Secretary-General Dag 
Hammarskjold.
man said the 11 hours never 
should have been taken as a firm 
figure.
With a 5 a.m. countdown start, 
that would have placed the' 
launching at 4 p.m. EST.
It appeared later, however, the 
4 p.m. deadline would not be met.
The navy spokesman, who 
asked not to be .identified, said 
tee H-hour time for countdown 
was “merely a benchmark and 
doesn’t mean a thing.”
COULD BE FOUR DAYS
“I don’t kpow of any launching 
that has come within the count­
down schedule, and a coimtdown 
of this kind might run on as long 
as four days with the ‘holds’ dr 
delays of one type or another,” 
he said.
The launching program was 
reaching its most critical phase 
—tee few hours immediately be­
fore the firing—and reporters 
were advised to check tee oper­
ating headquarters at Patrick 
Air Force Base frequently, for 
any late changes in schedule.
Shortly after 11 a.m., C. H. 
Schooley, defence department in­
formation chief, reported teat the 
countdown had passed its half­
way mark without major delay.
The weather, while not the 
best—fairly heavy overcast and 
winds up to about 15 miles an 
hour—apparently was not suffi­
ciently bad to interfere with the 
launching plans.
Schooley said’ the lengthy 
check-off period started after 
several hours of "technical prep­
arations and normal pre-flight 
cleanup.” He added that this 
took a bit longer than had been 
anticipated.
ELECTRICAL TROUBLE
The main trouble appeared to 
be electrical. Weaknesses showed 
up among the many links and 
loops and leads involved. This 
was especially so in connection 
with the first two stages—the 
liquid propellant stages—of the 
three-stage rocket.
Rocket motors using liquid fuel 
are much more complicated, and 
hence less reliable, than those 
employing solid propellants.
The Vanguard rocket consists 
of a ton of metal and 10 tons of 
fuel.
72 FEET LONG
Its first stage Is 44 feet long 
and almost four feet wide, its 
second 31 feet long and 32 inches 
in diameter, and its third five 
feet long and 18 inches in diame 
ter. Because parts of the stages 
fit within each other, their cumu­
lative length is only 72 feet.
Shown here in Baltimore, 
Md., is a closeup of the 6.4- 
inch U.S. baby satellite that 
will be sent into space in a test 
rocket this afternoon. The four- 
pound Martin sphere is perched 
on a simulated third-staged 
rocket motor in the top of a 72-
foot Vanguard earth aatellite* 
launching rocket. The power to 
transmit “beeps’* back to the 
earth will he furnished by solar* 
powered batteries, which har* 
ness tee sun’s rays texough 
small portholes, , i .
Gaglardi To "P ioneer" 
Special Wood Bridges
VANCOUVER (CP) -Highways 
Minister P, A, Gaglardi said 
hero he wiU "pioneer” the use 
of laminated B.C. fir and other 
woods in bridge construction at 
the, request of the lumber indus­
try.
He said he had been presented 
with a brief from B.C, Lumber 
Manufacturers’ Asoclatlon which 
showed thot in some cases special­
ly prepared wood could be used 
in place of steel and conpretc.
“I told them I woqld have my 
cnglnccfs make a survey to see 
which bridges would bo . suitable, 
and wo will run a pilot scheme," 
ho snld.
Mr. Gaglardi said he did not 
think wood products would arbi­
trarily rcploco steel, but he 
thought wood could bo used In 
conjunction with the usual ma­
terials nl many cases.
The lumber manufacturers ex­
plain in their brief thot strength 
of wood can bb greatly increased 
by joining several thicknesses to­
gether and subjecting them to 
croosotlng under great pressure,
“Everyone In tins co^intry and 
to the south will bo watching this
scheme,’’ Mr. Gaglardi said. “It 
could open up an entirely hew 
use for B.C. lumber products.’’
TO CALL PEARKES
Mr. Gaglardi said ho will tele 
phone Defence Minister George 
Pearkes today to “get the ball 
rolling” on construction of a new 
bridge over the Pence River near 
Fort St. John to replace the col­
lapsed Duffering Bridge:
Ho said Tuesday night it ap­
peared Ottowa Was “miffed” over 
something in connection with the 
bridge.
Mr. Gaglardi snld he had re­
fused to have anything to do with 
n federal proposal that B.C, 
should pay consulting engineers 
fees of about $10,000. But ho sale 
lie was prcpaTcd to “oo-opernte 
100 per cent and have engineers 
on the scene to BBslst,"
SIX-INCH SNOWFALL HITS 
EASTERN UNITED STATES
CHICAGO (A P )—-Snow ranging up to six inches in 
(|cpths covered a broad area in the eastern United States 
today.
The day’s horse racing program at Pimlico in Mary­
land was cancelled iKcause of snow for Uie first lime in the 
m()ilcm history of the track, Tw6 to three inches of snow 
whs on the (rack, and more was falling, at the time the de- 
dision was announced.
Snow fell along the Atlantic seaboard from Virginia 
northward to New England.
ESPANOLO, Ont. (CP) — Hon. 
Lester Pearson said teday “I 
>vill be available" as a candidate 
for the Liberal party leadership 
when tile party meets in Ottawa 
Jan. 14 to 16 to name a successor 
to former prime Minister Louis 
St. Laurent.
The former Liberal external af­
fairs minister who represents the 
Northern Ontario riding of Al* 
goma East in the Commons 
made the announcement at a 
Liberal riding convention called 
to name Algoma East delegates 
to the leadership convention.
Mr. Pearson, who leaves Ot* 
tawa Saturday for Oslo to re­
ceive this year’s Nobel peace 
prize, attended tee convention as 
the sitting member.
He made the brief announce­
ment of his availability just after 
the meeting opened at 11 a.m. 
PST and before the riding dele­
gates were named.
He is the first to announce' 
publicly that he will seek the 
leadership which Mr. St. Laur­
ent said after the June 10 elec­
tion he would vacate as soon as 
a successor is named.
He was external affairs minis­
ter from 1948 until the Liberal 
administration was defeated In 
the Inst election.
He is the first Canadian to win 
the Nobel peace prize which car­
ries with it a cash award of 
$40,275. The award will be pre­





, . .  Seeks Grit Mantto
Break-In Rash 
Hits Penticton
PENTICTON (CP) -  A rash of 
break-ins hit Penticton Tuesday 
night with $500 from n blown safe 
the main loot for the thieves.
Five offices were alsp entered 
with damage to doorways and 
windows heavy but loss of dish 
light.
A machine shop was broken 
Into without loss ot cash but It 
Is believed the thieves obtained 
the tools with which to make 
succeeding robberies.
Rescuers Race 
Storm To Aid ^ 
Doomed Ship
BULLETIN '
HONOLULU <AP)-The cargo 
liner President. Monroe • stood 
by. a disabled Greek freighter 
In hurrloane>8wept seas 485 
miles west of Honolulu today*
HONOLULU (AP) — T^vo ships 
raced a hurricane today to reach 
the crippled Greek freighter. Mar­
garita Chandrls, being blown re- 
ientlessly toward the storm’s cen- 
Irp.
The cargo-liner President Mon­
roe and the U.S. Navy ammuni­
tion ship. Ralnici; were hending 
for the freighter. The Margarita 
Chnndris waa believed to carry 
a crew of 35 to 40.
Tho two ships were diverted 
Into tho storm area wljcn tho 418- 
foot Margarita Chandrls reported. 
Tuesday she was "out of control", 
near Hurricano Nina In the mld- 
Pnclflc,
CANADIAN ORDER BECOMES
Million Dollar Scrap Pile
Dy HAROLD MORRISON 
Canadian Presa Staff Writer
GLAS(GOW (CP) -  Tho huge 
sled furnace dcslgnijd and 
moulded for Canada's first com­
mercial atomic reactor has been 
tossed on a scrap heap In the 
yards of a Glasgow bolter fac­
tory.
The five - Inch thick plates, 
planned for a reactor some 70 
feet high and about 17 fCct wide, 
are reported to have cost more 
Uian 81,000,000. The Glasgow 
company, Babcock and WHcox, 
now is wondering what to do With 
them now that ConadA has chang­
ed lls specifications for the r< 
actor. i \ ,
Meanwhile., work on the Cana­
dian rcoctor nt the Dcs Joachims 
site near tho Chalk Blvcr atomic 
research centre In Eastern On­
tario, Is virtually at a standstill.
The power plant originally was 
to have been constructed by 1059. 
Now there Is ,a question of 
whether It can bo completed by 
1060 or IDOL r
CANADA LAGS 
Tluis white Britain is forging 
ahead wllh commercial ntotriic 
power with one plant in operatlm 
and another one under why, Con­
ada appears to bo lagging far be­
hind, ' ' ; / p
Tlio Canadian plant originally 
Was conceived »s a thrcc-woy ef­
fort'by the Ontario Hydro-Etec- 
Uic Power Commlssldo* tea fedr
oral government and the Cana­
dian General . Electric Company, 
Plont otflclols sold that on they 
proceeded with tho Job, tho Cana­
dians involved in the reactor sud­
denly ddcldcd'to change spccifi- 
cations and to build a now re­
actor about twice ns poworlul ns 
tho one originally intended* That 
meant tho steel plates had < to bo, 
scrapped. The Canadians linvo 
work<M out the designs of a >tew 
reactor and are in the midst of 
estlmotlng costs hnd deciding. 
whero the order for tlte'new pres­
sure boiler or atomic b()uaing.wlll
^ d ^ ^ # } ia 's tro n y ^ ^ ^  U'.
with D»l)^k:ghd.
The D aily C ourier
ihiUisbcd by The fUiowM Charier Uffiited, 4V2 Oo>le B .G
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inia A pp le  Man Points 
f;0 Basic M arket Problem
1' Apple growers in the United States are 
having a bad time of it this year and it is 
tt^ r ted  that in Washington few will receive 
^ e  cost of production. In British Columbia, 
white it certainly has not been a boom season 
thus' far, it would appear that Okanagan 
growers will fare better than their Washing­
ton counterparts.
, Basically, however, what affects the U.S. 
markets has its affect in Canada also and thus 
U.S. apple news is of imerest in the O kanag^. 
For this reason wc believe that the following 
editorial from the Wenatchee Daily World 
w ill‘make interesting reading for Okanagan 
apple growers:
Mr. B. B. Byrd of Berryvillc, Va., is 
an apple businessman with a strong idea.
- The son of Virginia’s Sen. Harry Byrd, 
and vice president o f Virginia’s Byrd Apple 
Orchards, he has undertaken a campaign 
Urging apple growers all across America to 
join in a giant, unified advertising campaign. 
H e says Uiat if every grower would contri­
bute 10 cents per bushel into a fund, $10  
million, would be available each year for a 
mighty advertising campaign, the kind of 
campaign needed to get Americans to cat 
cn o u ^  apples.
He made some sobering observations 
about apples the other day.
Since 1920 the per capita apple con­
sumption in this nation has been declining 
at the rate of about one pound per year.
“Today,” he said, “there are 170 mil­
lion people in the. United States. At 45 pounds 
of apples per bushel, we arc losing an apple 
demand equivalent t o  3,777,000 bushels. 
And at 500 bushels per acre, this means that 
wc are losing demand from over 7,000 acres 
-per year. Next year and each succeeding 
year it will be worse, because our population 





Then Mr. Byrd took a disturbing look 
into the future. He noted that if the present 
downward curve of apple consumption con  
Unucs, by 1975 the American public will con­
sume, on ^  seven million bushels of apples. 
That is less than 25 per cent of the Washing­
ton State apple crop. (That is sooner than 
wc think. It is the year in which today’s new­
born youngsters will be only 18 years old.)
H e argues it is fallacious to think of 
solving the industry’s ills by cutting out thous- 
£mds of apple trees, because so long as con­
sumption declines, the remaining trees will 
have just as much of a struggle to maintain 
themselves.
Byrd has a great respect for the leader­
ship of Washington State and its apple ad­
vertising commission, now ' supported by a 
five cent a box assessment. No other apple 
district in the nation approaches our growers 
in the matter of advertising and promotion.
There is little doubt this year’s difficult 
apple market problems would be far worse, 
were it not for the increased advertising pro­
gram of the Washington Apple Coinmission
But the fact remains that this is a very 
difficult year and, say the experts, more dif­
ficult years are ahead.
We hear talk of pulling out Common 
Delicious and replanting Red Sports, of the 
problems of cull' disposal, of many other 
problems on the apple scene.
' Y et it seems those are all symptoms 
of the basic illness which Mr. Byrd joints 
out.
N o one, least of aU B. B . Byrd, believes 
that all the apple growers of the nation will 
readily combine in the giant advertising effort 
he proposes.
But it is certain that when he points to 
the apple-consumption habits of Americans, 
he is touching a vital nerve in the anatomy of 
our important industry.
^  • * 5 .
lO H A W A  REPORT
Tour
SPEAKING OF DISARMAMENT -  !
HIGH PRICE OF INFORMATION
The Russians have demonstrated that 
their wins-in world hockey competitions were 
no flukes. It is a bitter pill for Canadian 
hockey enthusiasts to swallow, but it is now 
evident that Russian hockey standards are 
equal to our own.’
Perhaps, indeed, they surpass our own. 
^ rta in ly  the results of the cunent Russian 
tour suggests, even before it is finished, that 
we in Canada can no longer claim that we 
have many teams which could beat the Rus­
sians.
While it is being afigutd that the Rus­
sians have not been playing our strongest 
teams, the fact does remain that these teams 
are certainly representative of Canadian hoc­
key. A ll the moaning at the bar to the effect
Newspaper Production Cost 
Forces Sale Price Upward
TORONTO (CP) —The Star has 
announced its street-sale price will 
be doubled to 10 cents from five 
cents, effective Monday, Dec. 9.
The rate for home delivery will 
be increased to 55 cents a week 
from 35 cents at the same time.
The Stafr said the higher price 
is made necessary by steadily 
mounting production costs.
Cost of a single issue has been 
five cents since April, 1952. Be­
fore that it was three cents. Last 
April The Star raised its home 
delivery rate to 35 cents from 30.
The Star story says: “It is now 
generally accepted belief in the 
newspaper industry that the 10- 
cent price will soon be general 
in most metropolitan centres.”
prices to five pence from four.
Ihe Communist Daily Worker 
increased to three pence from 2% 
Oct.. 28.
There have been numerous 
price rises during the year out­
side London and many weeklies 
have gone to four pence from 
three during the year.
that the Russians were not matched against 
our best teams cannot counter the plain fact 
that the Russians have given us a figurative 
drubbing, and this despite the fact they were 
playing on strange ice, before strange crowds.
Indeed, the very fact that the Russiams met 
representative senior teams and not our best 
only serves to point up the factThat it is only 
our very best which has a chance of beating situation 
them.
Argue as we like; moan as we like; 
find all the excuses in the book, the fact still 
remains that the Russians have demonstrated 
that they are as good as we are in the hockey 
world.
It may be hard to take but take it we 
must.
INTERPRETING THE NEWS
Ifni Fighting Has Im portant
All a n
By JOSEPH MaeSWEEN
■ ejanadian Press §taff Writer
In these days of hydrogen 
bombs and intercontinental war 
missiles, the odd little fight in 
Infi seems almost ridiculous. But 
to the Spanish it is anything but 
•funny.
■ Ifni is an insignificant piece of
real estate in itself, a tiny en­
clave in Morocco. It is a lunar- 
like, featureless rectangle mea­
suring 35 miles by 15 miles, sup­
porting 35,000 humble souls.
Small though it is. Ifni repre­
sents one of the few remaining 
outposts of the once-great Spanish 
empire. Its position on Africa’s
Scene In Passing'
Atlantic coast makes it useful for
BY “W AYFARER”
Did you "not the breakdown of many of our New Cnaadinns it- id yt_ ,
types pf centennial celebrations 
in the' newspapers recently, AU 
B.C. is ilolng to be busy making 
Whooplo of various kinds in 1958 
it seems, Scheduled as special 
centenhiaT events arc: 58 fall 
fairs, 48 square dancing Jambor­
ees, 24 community barbecues, 25 
ice carnivals and ski meets, 18 
fishing derbies, 14 rodpos, 13 cur­
ling bonspicls, 7 Klondyke nights, 
nnd, this Shbok us a bit,—no less 
than 28 regattns! Of coutse 
thcre’jf only ONE big one!
Speaking o* Centennial year 
In a recent column wo quoted 
from the glftWlng jxwticnl descrip­
tion of B.C.'written mnay years 
ago by Rudynrd KlpUng. Just to 
'tven things uj) n hit, here is n 
description of our fair province 
that was written shortly Iwforc 
Mr. K. took iTcn in hand to praise,
' “A province which embraces 
alwut as forbidding n co\intry ns 
any on the fnco of the earth It 
Is A barren, cold, mountain coun­
try U»at Is not worth kcopjng 
i t  would never have been Inhabit­
ed At oll,\unlc8s by trappers of 
the Hudson’s Bay Company, had 
the “gold fever” nottnken a parly 
of mining adventurers there, nnd 
ever since that fever died down 
the Idac« has been going from 
bad to worse.”
‘ The foregoing Is Just a sample 
The writer goes on to speak of 
ten-month winters, files end i»s- 
.tilence, and it is plainly to be 
Seen that, unlike his fellow copn- 
. ^tryman, Mr. K., this fellow had 
aAttw r, pectry Ih h** hor 
. kindness In his heartt
t h |  n iw t  things- shout
seems to us Is that so frequently 
they have cheerful and sunny dls- 
lK>sltlons. Naturally they have a 
little trouble with our language, 
but many of them manage to get 
along very well wltli n mixture 
of odd words In English, n few 
of their own, plenty of gestures 
—and a smile. Surprising how 
much understanding can bo ac 
complishcd with a smile.
“By their deeds shall yo know 
them." Yes, nnd sometimes by 
their words too! When Dave Beck 
Jr. was convicted on grand lar­
ceny charges recently, the pre­
siding Judge asked in passing, 
sentence if there was anything 
he.Would like to say. "Hell, no!" 
said Beck, which was Just about 
what one.would expect.
MUSIC WE WOULD LIKE TO 
HEAR FOR A CHANGE BUT 
DON’T EXPECT TO: A nice
cheerful “Western" tune with 
HAPPY words.
Spanish fishing boats.
It exports ambergris, which is 
used in perfumes, but no one has 
ever become wealthy on the na­
tural resources of Infi.
Under Generalissimo Francisco 
Franco, Spain has managed to 
maintain excellent relations with 
the Moroccan people- Franco 
himself served many years In 
Morocco, and his personal guard 
still is made up of Moors.
Spain’s relations with the Moors 
are ancient, and in modern times 
have been generally free of the 
sort of troubles that have plag­
ued the French, for instance. In 
their North African empire.
Franco and Spain had Jointly 
exercised protectorate rights over 
Morocco until last year, when 
Morocco won independence. Tho 
Spanish quickly ended their own 
protectorate when tho French did 
so,
But Ifni, which was ceded to 
Spain in 1800, was not included in 
the protectorate nnd remained 
under Spanish rule, So was the 
area known ns southern Morocco
NEW YORK (CP)— Newspaper 
prices — like most others — have 
been increasing.
'The American Newspaper Pub­
lishers Association says that up 
to last Nov. 1, "̂ 49 daily news­
papers in the United States were 
selling for more than five cents 
a copy.
’The total represents an in­
crease of almost 100 per cent 
from April, 1955, when 230 of 
1,743 'U.S. dailies were selling at 
more than five cents a copy.
In the first 10 months of 1957, 
225 dailies in 42 states reported 
increases in circulation prices. 
These included increases in sin 
gle-copy prices, home delivery, 
mail subscriptions and wholesale 
rates.
PRODUCTION COSTS UP
Cranston Williams, ANPA gen­
eral manager, says U.S. dally 
newspapers have been forced to 
Increase circulation prices be­
cause of mounting production ex­
penses.
“The steadily rising costs of all 
items that are used to produce 
newspaper are a serious prob 
lem faced by all publishers,” Wil 
Hams said in a statement,.
In 1946, the U.S.-delivered price 
of newsprint was $67 a ton; 
1957 it was $134. Wages for every 
classification of newspaper em­
ployees have incerased, nnd 
many newspapers were providing 
news coverage and more features 
at higher cost.
Canadian papers also have fol­
lowed the trend to higher prices, 
though some have been reflected 
only in home deUvery rates.
In the last year, the Toronto 
StAr and Edmonton Journal in­
creased home deUvery rates to 35 
cents from 30 but street prices re­
mained five cents. The Saint John 
Times-Globe went to 40 cents 
from 35. In 1956 the Brandon Sjm 
raised the city deUvery rate to 
35 cents from 30.
'The HaUfax Chronicle-Herald 
and, The Mail-Star, Windsor Star, 
St. Thomas ’Times-Journal and 
Owen Sound Sun-Times all went 
to six cents a copy from live. 
Montreal Le Devoir went to 10 
cents from five. The Toronto 
Globe and Mail raised its Satur­
day edition to 10 cents from five, 
The Moncton ’Times increased its 
Friday price and The Transcript
its Saturday price to 10 cents 
from five. ,
WESTERN INCREASES
The Nanaimo Free Press and 
Calgary Albertan went to seven 
cents from five and the Albertan 
raised its' Saturday edition to 15 
cents from 10.
In 1956 the Sydney Cape Breton 
Post and Prince Albert Daily 
Herald went to six cents a copy 
from five and Winnipeg Free 
Press and the Winnipeg 'Tribune 
raised their weekly rates to coun­
try subscribers to 30 cents from 
25.
In 1955 The "Vancouver Sun and 
The Province went to seven cents
from five and to 14 cents from 10i«»t»*«'  ̂ T. j j
on Saturday. The Nelson Daily jes to tell me that a similar fate-A 




(^>eclU Cartespwideat l«r tka 
Dally Coiurler)
OTTAWA: A seven-roember
Canadian ptrliamcntary delega- 
Uob is noor touring the Indian 
sub-<ontinent. Under the success­
ful leadership of Ontario’s former 
highwayk minister, pow Conser­
vative federal M.P. for Lanark, 
George Doucette, this gropii rep- 
reseated Canada at the Comfhon* 
wealth parUamtotary conference.
Other delegates Include Sarnia's 
J. W. M urj^’,. Saskatchewan’s 
Senator Walter AselUne, Swl(t 
Current’s Irvin Studer, Saskatche­
wan’s C.C.F. member Alexander 
Nicholson, and others; Saskat­
chewan thus providing three of 
the seven delegates.
We Canadians .will return wl* 
fresh material to poiuler, and wi 
a knowledge of eastern problems 
which we never thought existed,” 
Mr. Murphy writes to me from 
Ceylon. The trip has awoken ip 
our delegation, hei adds, a new 
reaUsatlon of the importance of 
the host countries—India, Pakis­
tan and Ceylon—to the Common­
wealth.
Reports pay special tribute to 
Mr. Murphy’s fine speech when 
he was honored to l»  chosen to 
reply to the official welcome at 
the colorful Shalamar Gardens at 
Lahore, Pakistan. Local officials 
and. diplomats greeted over 400 
parUamentarians, from 39 Com­
monwealth countries, at a recep­
tion beside the beautiful orna­
mental pool in the gardens. 
Welcoming that large crowd o:l 
delegates, Bebum Shah Nawar, 
a Paidstap member of parHa- 
ment, described how the djmamic 
nature of the vital Commonwealth 
is illustrated by the change right 
there, from the British Empire 
of the 19th century, to the British 
Commonwealth’ of the 1920s, and 
now to the Commonwealth of Na­
tions. even including repubUcs, 
of the 1950s.
Right across the Asian trip, 
says Mr. Murphy, real gratitude 
is expressed to Canada for our 
contribution to local development 
through our gifts under the Co­
lombo .Plan. Our delegates for 
example visited the huge Warsak 
Dam providing hydro-electric 
power and irrigation, which has 
turned a veritable desert into an 
industrial area surrounded by its 
own well-watered farmlands. 
MAD TOURISTS CLUB 
This colunrn recently referred: 
to several cases of Canadian tour­
ists being singled out for punish­
ment by cops and magistrates in 
the United States.
Barry Bergeson, of 1054 5th 
Avenue N.W. in Moose Jaw, writ-
they were motoring near Platti* 
burgh in New York State.
” ‘l t  you wtfi forming a dub of 
dlssatw ed tourists, count me a 
charter member," Harry writes
to me, evidently feeling that be 
too was singled out for special 
treatment reserved exclusively 
for tourists In cars bearing Can* 
adian licence plates.
Harry also sent me his receipt 
for his 110 fine for me to see.
I was Interested to note that it 
looked officUl, being decorated 
uith htfierce Eagle and the Stars 
and Stripes, th e  receipt which I 
received for-my'speeding fine 
WAS much less convincing, being 
h e * ^  slmp^: "Rent Receipt." 
NEW HAnt 8TLYE 
.Wally Nesbitt, the fast-rising 
ioung Cobservative M.P. from 
Woodstock. Ontario, has Just paid 
a briet visit to Parliament. 
Although recently appointed 
O^m entary assistant to Prime 
Jiaster Diefonbaker — a smre 
stepping stone,to Cabinet ranR— 
re, has had to absent himself to 
Attend the General Assembly of 
the United Nations, where he is 
a senior member of the Canadian 
delegation.
Tbe quip about Canada down 
there Is that Mike Pearson Intro­
duced the bow tie to the U.N., 
and now Wally Nesbitt has intro­
duced tire crew-cut hair-do to that 
dlgi^led international assembly.
BIBLE THOUGHT
Show ns the father it anf- 
fleet ns. John 14:8.
Crod’s face is reflected in tho 
faces of a few of his saints. God’s 
face was truly seep in his son's 
face.
WORDS OF THE WISE
Whoever is in a hurry  shows 
that the thing he is about is too 
big for'him. —(Lord Chesterfield)
M K K m m m
Give Him A  Shaver 
This Christmas
5 MAKES 9 MODELS
ONE
SPECIAL SUNBEAM
Gold and n r
white .............  I 7 » 7 J
This year shop carefully
Shop confidently at 
♦ ^
's Drugs
Next to Super-Vain 
Phone 3333 For Delivery
' K m m m K k
Santa Says:
and Spanish Wc.st Africa, a gatc-
Many British morning, evening 
Sunday nnd weekly newspapers 
have increased their prices this 
year because of higher newsprint 
transport and wage costs.
The largest wave of increases 
was Oct. 7, when most national 
hewspnners Increased nrices 25 
ner cent — to 2*A pence from two. 
I/)ndon’s three evening news- 
onpers followed with an identical 
increase tho same day.
On Oct, 13 national Sunday 
'jw.sonoers selling at three pence
10 YEARS AGO 
December, 1947
Rated as one of the most up-| 
to-date general dry goods stores 
in the city, Rannard’s will offici­
ally open its new premises to the 
public to-morrow morning. Lo­
cated In the old Safeway store 
on Bernard Avenue, the manage­
ment has taken advantage of 
the many windows in the building, 
and discriminating shoppers wlllj 
be able to select goods with ease.
A total of 1,364 people will have] 
the opportunity of exercising their 
franchise at the civic elections 
on December 11, city clerk 
George Dunn stated. This is an 
increase of 224 or 16.4 per cent 
over lost year.
20 YEARS AGO '  
December. 1937 
Motorists travelling between I 
Vernon and Kelowna tl)o last few 
days report tho road ns o sea of 
mud, besides being riddled with] 
pot holes too numerous to dodge.
This Gift Idea
First wo had “Spulnlck.” then 
we'hod “Muttnlck,” now comes 
'Monknick,” and eventually 
they’ll have « man Inside one 
of those outer space machines, 
ilndoubtedly there will be n con­
siderable nurqbcr of people who 
will volunteer for the trip too. 
Many of them will bo the same 
kind of people who used to try 
to go over Niagara Falls In s 
barrel, liave'nt heard of any at­
tempts to ipake that long, fast 
drop lately, so perhaj|)s they have 
a ll . been walling for this new 
opportunity Whoever goes, he's 
trclcomet As tar as we are con­
cerned hu'U bs n “Stupenlcki;,'
' - A
way to the, Sahara with Its prom 
ise of vast oil stores, 'and tho 
cities of Ceuta nnd Mellila, 
GIBRALTAR IIOFE 
These plncds were regarded as 
important in the minds of Shun- 
Ish Btratoglsts,
Ccutn faces Gibraltnri the Brit­
ish rock-fortress which Spain has 
coveted for countless years. 
Franco has made It clear since 
tho second world war that Spain 
still hopes qno day to have Gib- 
rnlinr as Its own.
Tho Spanish obviously fed that 
the loss of Ifni, pot a staggering 
blow In Itself, would mean that 
other, more volunblc possessions
increased to four pence and two 
"quality” Sundays—tho Observer 
nnd The Sunday Times — raised
would Iw next on the list, Ccutn 
l)elng oqb ot\thcse.
Moroccan rule of Ceuta might 
deal a blow to Spanish hopes of 
one way or another gainjng con­
trol of Gibrnltnr.
MOIIASIMED’B ROLE 
The Initial attacks on the Span­
ish were made l»v lrreg\dnr 
forces, dedicated to Moroccan In­
dependence and already well 
known for their Implacablo oppo- 
sttlcfn to Fronce, '
Jfust what the offlctsl Moroccan 
attitude will ho Is not clear, cj 
Vwclallv since King Mohammed 
row Is visiting tlw United Slates
THE DAILY COURIER
R. P. MacLenn, Publisher
Published every nfternoon ex­
cept Sundays nnd hoHdnys nt 492 
Dcylc Avc., Kelowna, B.C. by 
Tho Kelowna Courier Limited 
Members Audit Bureau of Cl^ 
ruintlons.
Member of Tho Canadian Press, 
The Canadian^Press la exclu 
rivcly entitled to tho use for rc- 
publfcatloh of all news despatches 
credited to It or to 'th'* *0 Assqclated 
Press or Routers in this. paper 
end also the local nows published 
trqrcln. All. rights'of rcpubllca- 
tlcn of special dispatches heroin 
aio also reserved, !
Subsi’ripttoh rates—carrier de­
livery. city, and district 75c per 
week, carrier boy coUocUng every 
2 weeks, Suburtoin areas, where 
carrier or delivery service is 
maintained, rotes as above.
By rnali. In B.C.. W.0O per 
year; f3,50 for 9 months; 12.00 
for 3 montlis. Chitaide, BC, iin<! 
U.S.A., $15.00 per year; single 
e<»py sales price, 3 cents.
39 YEARS AGO 
December, 1927 
Dr, Lloyd A. Day returned last! 
week from Vancouver, where he 
was taking the examinations set 
by tho College of Dental Surgeons 
of British Columbia, In which he] 
was successful.
* 40 YEARS AGO 
December, 1917
pie. John'• McDougnll has rc-'| 
turned to his homo nt Westbank 
from France. Pto. McDougnll loft | 
for overseas with tho 172nd, and! 
after seeing a good deni of stiff i 
fighting, ho was gassed Jtrst out-|l 
side Lens.
SO YEARS AGO 
Deoember, 1907 
Mr. U, S. Grant, of Yellow 
Crass, Sask., who purchased the 
D'Acth and Goldie eatnto in hte 
Westbank district some two 
months ago, is making prepara
Phone or mail your 
Christmas gift order to­
day to our Circulation 
Dept. Don’t put it off.
V
fo r  Someone Away from Home*
•  SANTA’S RI6HTI NewA from home in 
the form of a gift subecription to this 
newspaper, will moke a wonderful present 
for someone on your Christmas list , For 
a son or daughter at (allege, a loved one 
in Service, or a relative living out of town 
who longs for news of all that happens 
herel
A GIFT subscription will say “Merry 
Christmas” not Just once, but EVERY 
day I Long after other gifts are forgotten, 
yours will continue to bring the most wel­
come of all news—-HOME NEWS I Plus, 
the enjoyable features that only one's 
favorite newspaper can provide I
IT’S SO EASY to ordeM«»t give us 
. the name and address of the person you 
wish to remember. We wiirannounce your 
gift with a colorful Holiday greet; : and 
begin delivery at Christmas.*
RATES: By carrier, city and district, 1 year, $13.00; 6 months, $6.50; 3 months, 
$3.25. By mail in D.C., 1 year, $6.00; 6  months, $3.50; 3 months, $^,0Q. Outside 
B.C. and U.S A,: 1 year, $15.00; 6  months, $7.50; 3 months, $3.75.
iHPmMPgRRimiligiseMRmmRRiS'mwWRWRRRmRRRRVligHraiCWSRiMRUMiMRIlm]
SEND THIS COUPON TO THE DAILY COURlfeR
The Daily Courier, , «
lj;clowna, B.C.
I |cnc|los«$.................. Please send The Daily Courier toi
tions to have tho pKq>crty sur­
veyed into subdivisions. Tito land 
is practlcBlIy flat with a gentle 
slope towards the lake. Advan­
tage of this will be taken to Isfy 
out a townilte, and the cstablisn- 
ment of 0 small town, with Store, 
post office, etc., will prove n de­
cided benefit to the pre-emptors 
on Powers Qreek and the rest of 










HARP QUINTET SCORES IN VERNON SENIOR CITIZENS INVITED 
TO a n n u a l 'CHRISTiW\S PARTY
M(»c than 300 senior citi^Kns will receive invitations 
to the Rotary-sponsored annual Christmas party.
An evening of fun has been planned, and some of Ke­
lowna's best-known entertainers will be in attendance. 
Festivities will get underway at the Anglican Parish Hall 
December 11 at 7 p.m.
Following the program, refreshments will be served by 
Rotary Anns.
Kelowna Rotarians Reg Brown and Tijm Brydon are 
in charge of this year's party.




WINFIELD — Mr. and Mrs. R. 
Lynd have Jett to visit friends 
and relatives in Vancouver, Vic­
toria, and then on to California. 
They plan to be away for the 
winter months. * .
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gunh spent 
last week visiting their daughter 
and family. Mr. and Mrs. W. 
Vaners, in Vernon.
Mr. and Mrs. V. R. McDonagh 
have returned home from a few 
days’ visit in Enderby where they 
attended the wedding of Mrs. Me- 
Donagh's brother, J. A. Lidstone. 
He married the fothier Miss M. 
Parks.
Mrs. W. J. Coe is visiting' at 
the home of her son and family, 
Mr. and Mrs. John Coe, in Pen­
ticton.
Mrs. M. Teal has left for Van­
couver where she plans to stay 
for some time.
AAARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Fortyish Widow Adores Grandson 
Daughter-In-Law Fights This Love
Angelaircs harp quintet. Left 
to right, Patricia Wentworth 
Gayle Horn, Jude Mollenhauer, 
Joan Harrison and Ruth Wick- 
ersham.
Weary, but willing, the An- 
gelaires signed autographs, for 
the delighted devotees,' who had 
packed senior high auditorium 
to hear the talented harp quin­
tet. Organizers present, from 
North Okanagan Community 
Concert Association, were equal­
ly astonished and delighted by 
the reception accorded the 
troupe.
VERNON—It was a delighted 
1200 concertgoers that streamed 
from the senior high auditorium 
at the coneliislon of the perform­
ance by the Angelaircs, a harp 
quintet.
Vernonites were augmented by 
Kamloops devotees, who had jour­
neyed here, as the quintet was 
unable to appear in that city. 
The lapse in schedule was occa­
sioned by the breakdown of the 
troupe's bus, some 60 miles south 
of Princeton, prior to their 
scheduled appearance at Kam 
loops.
'Through supreme knowledge of 
their instrument, the Angelaircs 
achieved harpsichord, piano, 
zither, and banjo-like effects, as 
they ran through their repertoire. 
, Playing classical, folksongs, 
and even show tunes, the five 
talented young ladles proved that 
the harp need not bo relegated to
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau) |the back of the. symphony or-
While part of the quintet would 
carry on the basie rhythm, others 
would play the melody, and vari­
ations of the melody. The result­
ing effect was thorougjily enjoy-| 
able and listenable music.
Under the talented fingers of 
the Angelaircs, the harp becomes 
in turn, the sound of tinkling bells, 
the wind, muted trumpets, or 
merely a pulsing barbaric rhythm.
After several curtain calls and 
two encores, the weary but happy 
visitors were , allowed to leave 
the stage. But their respite was 
short lived, as hordes of enthusi­
astic autograph seekers streamed 
backstage, past the astounded 
Community Concert representU' 
tives, who organized the produc­
tion.
Next in the series of concerts 
is pianist Paul Badura-Skoda, who 





eous shower was held in the 
Community Hall when about forty 
guests met to honor Miss Mary 
Uyeyama, whose marriage to Mr, 
J . Naito took place Saturday last.
Multi-colored streamers with 
silver bells decorated ,the hall.
Vases of chrysanthemums dec­
orated the bride’s table, which 
was piled with attractively wrap­
ped gifts.
A corsage of ’mums was pre­
sented to the bride. Mrs. Uyeyama 
assisted her daughter in the un­
wrapping ceremony with Mrs. E. 
Bailey and Mrs. G. D. Fitz­
Gerald.
The honoree was presented with 
some lovely and useful gifts, 
which were admired by all. Later 




Lentils Make Gourmet-Type Dish
BY IDA BAILEY ALLEN
EAST KELOWNA — The em­
ployees of the K.G.E. packing­
house held their dance in the 
community hall.
A large crowd danced to music 
of Joe Konn and his Rhythm 
Kings. A very enjoyable time was 
had by all. Refreshments were 
available.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Renfrew 
set sail for Australia. Their 
friends in the district wish them 
the best of luck in their new sur­
roundings.
Matt and itudolph Ziegler, with 
Gabe Usselmaii, have returned 
from Hundred Mile House where 
they spent last week hunting.
On a hunting trip from Vancou­
ver and visiting at the hpme of 
Mr. and Mrs. G.  D. Fitz-Gcrald 
were Cecil and Earl Pook.
Mrs. J. E. Reekie has returned 
from a visit to Toronto.
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: I 
am a widow in my early forties, 
with a married son and a small 
grandson whom I adore. But 1 
can’t show him any love openly 
or around his mother, for then 
she says I am trying to alienate 
his affections.
I have tried every means to be 
friends with my daughter-in-law 
and get along with her; but I 
believe it is useless, I feel she 
resents me, and my own son 
can’t come to see me except to 
obtain a favor. I don’t go to visit 
them for these reasons—unless I 
am asked to. And when I am 
asked, it’s to baby-sit.
I gave them the money to 
start housekeeping; and later 
furnished the baby’s room com­
pletely, as my son couldn’t afford 
it; I buy gilts for them, which 
are always accepted; but I can’t 
show affection for my grand­
child. If he reaches for me, his 
mother gets very angry and 




Joyce had agreed to all the 
conditions of Stanley’s faith be 
fore marriage. But noW she has 
broken them all, and neither he 
nor she goes to church. She says 
church is only a graft. Stanley 
never says anything; and I be­
lieve he is only trying to keep 
peace with her. He did remark to 
me some time ago that he “will 
take only so much; and then 
leave.’’ I don’t want this to hap­
pen; but I  can’t imderstand her 
attitude.
I  have discussed, things with 
my pastor, who said he would 
speak to Joyce. But I told him 
no, for she would only insult him; 
He said that I’ve done too much 
for them; and they expect me to 
do for them the rest of my life 
He advised me to just forget 
about them, as if they don’t exist,
I’ve thought of selling but and 
moving to another state, to com­
pletely blot them out. But that 
too, is hard to do. I am at my 
wit’s end, and would like your 
advice. Should I stay here? Or 
seU out and try to forget them?
D. R
CLASH OF TWO 
IMPERFECT LOVES
DEAR D. R.: This is a case of 
two imperfect loves, fighting 
each other. I refer to your love 
and Joyce’s love for the same 
persons. ■_______
“Mimy oxccUcnt <ii.shcs can be 
inn(U) from the Icgumc.s—dried 
beans, pea.s and lentils,” observed 
the Chef. ‘'Although they arc low 
In co.Ht, they can be made into 
gourmet class dishes.’’
"I.egumcs also provide good 
nutrition. Chef," I replied. "They 
all contain a high percentage of 
vegetable protein, known ns sec­
ondary protein — approximately 
^nbout 40% n.H much protein as 
ptnreh.
HIGH PERCENTAGE
“They also contain a l\lgh per­
centage of thiamin—more even 
• than meat—a good peroentage of 
rtboflnyin and some niacin. Cer« 
tain legumes rate a IttUc Vitamin 
C, The amounts of calclutn, phos 
phonis and iron fo\md in beans 
are high, tob.
“All in nil, lentils are highest in 
vitamins and minerals.’’
An entree based on any of the 
legumes should contain \ about 
onc-qunrtcr ns mucli animal pn>- 
. tein, or bo served in n meal con­
taining animal protein, to activate 
and complete their secondary 
protein—ns In today's column.
With them, fresh fruit and 
green vegetables ore refreshing 
teammates, '
TOMORROW’R DINNER 
’ Plmlcnto-Egg-Celcry Saliidettcs 
Ijcnlil or Renn Kedgeree' 
Spinach Ibnf IXtciled' Biscuits 
Orange-Banana Ambrosia 
Cbffce or Tea Milk
l,enUI or Rean Kedgeree; Pick 
over a im )  rinse 1 lb, green lyntils 
or red kidney beans. Place in a 
deep saucepan. Add 2 tsp,. salt 
and a qts. twiting wotcr, (^ver. 
Stand SO inln. y
In n piece of chcosccloth, tic up 
3 minced peeled sections garlic,
1 tsp. whole cloves, 3 blades mnee 
(optional), .seeds from 12 carda­
moms, 2 bay leaves and I Mn. 
.stick cinnamon. Add to the lentils 
or beans, Bring to a brisk boll.
Add ‘l.'i c, sliced onion sauteed 
until yellowed in 3 tbsp. vegetable 
oil. Cover, Bring to n brisk boll.
SImmcr-boll about 2 hVs., or 
until tender. Add a little water if 
becoming dry.
Stir in 114 c, uncooked rice 
Slow-cook 35 min.
Remove the bag of spices. Serve 
very hot. Garnish with lemon 
wedges. If desired, pass heated 
seasoned tomato or cheese sauce.
Hal Deviled RIsculU: Make, up 
1 recipe baking powder bIscuU 
dough. Roll to an oblong Va in* 
thick, Cut In IV4 in. squares.
Mix 1 OH oz.) can deviled 
ham, 1 tbsp. tabic mustnifd, 1 tbsp, 
grated cheese and ,2 tbsp. room- 
soft butter or marifnrlne. Spread 
over half the squares. Top with 
the remaining squares; presa 
lightly’ together nt the edgc.s.
.Place 1 In. apart on a baking 
sheet. Brush with milk. Dust 
sparingly with celery seed or 
noppy seed. Bake 18-2(1 min. In a 
hot oven. 42.3 deg. F.
TRICK OF THE CHEF 
Add drained, chilled, (•anned, 
green soy iH'ans mid chopi>e<l 
celery and acalUiMU to a tossed 
mixed saladi
You know what Scripture says: 
“Fear hath torment: but perfect 
love casteth out fear." Joyce is 
afraid of your love for her hus 
band and son—afraid that you’d 
swallow them up in your doting 
concern, and leave her only 
crumbs of a chance to share love 
with them, if she didn’t beat 
you off, and resist all you stand 
for (in her eyes}.
However, let’s face it, your 
love of the trio is imperfect too. 
Your son, daughter-in-law and 
grandson should be loved as a 
unit by you; but unfortunately 
you don’t feel thtat way. You 
care about your son, of course; 
and adore your' gpndson, as you 
say. But as for Joyce, she leaves 
you cold. I think: she wouldn’t 
have been your choice as a 
wife for your son—as she prob­
ably recognized from the start.
It is your unconscious rejection 
of Joyce that keeps her fighting 
you openly, thus fueling conscious 
hostility in you, to add to the 
mutual difficulty. To compen­
sate, or overtake, the “loss” of 
your son to a woman you haven’t 
liked, whom you regard as wrong 
for him, you’ve overdone the 
matter of being “good” to them 
in terms of sacrificial giving: 
of time and gifts and money.
Your assiduous giving is prob­
ably not so much for their sake, 
genuinely, or for the child’s sake, 
as for your own—to make up for 
the good will that you DON’T 
have fpr the marriage. Buried 
hostility and swallowed resent­
ment in vital relationships often 
leaks out in terms of everweeU- 
iiig solicitude, as regards to 
target-person. In your case, your 
inability to let go of your son’s 
married life is probably in direct 
ratio to your dislike of his wife 
So the place to begin to solve 
the tension is within yourself. 
Take your pastor’s advice. T4irn 
your mind away from this 
specific frustration, aAd try to 
remove the, obstacles, in your 
thinking that are preventing you 
from leading a fuller life as a 
free woman—not tied down to 
family or child-cares.
When you son and his house­
hold no longer dominate your 
thinking, you will relax spon­
taneously into a new and easier 
adjustment to his wife—thereby 
fetching her into a more relaxed 
accom^ation to all of you. Try 




To mark the finish of the pack­
ing season, employees of the 
Occidental Packinghouse enjoyed 
a get-together recently.
F. Claggett, manager of the 
firm, paid tribute to the party’s 
convener, Mrs. J. Gee, who in 
turn expressed her thanks to all 




Mliko Taka, beautiful Orien­
tal film star who is starred 
with Marlon Brando in “Sayon- 
ara,” models this charming hat 
that was inspired by the pro­
duction. Made of kabuki blue in 
a musketeer velours, It feat­
ures the new and very becom­
ing crushed butterfly silhouette. 
It is shown here with a low-cut 
black cocktail dress.
Only Small M inority Of Women 
EndoweiJ, W ith Perfect Figures
Family Attitudes Best Way Of
The Facts Of Sex
. Lambert Souer has bought the 




Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Gaspar- 
done, Roanoke Avenue, an­
nounce the engagement of their 
eldest daughter, Shirley Patricia, 
to JniVica Bach, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Paul Bach, of Rutland.
The wedding , will take place 
December 28 at Cathedral Church 
In Victoria.
IXINGER LIFR
Average life expcctimcy 
women . in Norway now Is 
vears, compared with 71 years 
for men.
By Garry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D.
Good sex education is more 
than mere dissemination of facts. 
Indeed, a number of mothers, 
warned about all sorts of sex 
experimenting and undesirable 
practices by their children, even 
of pregnant .unwed daughters, 
write that they followed I'thc 
book” and told their children 
everything.
These mothers seem puzzled 
that this kind of education didn’t 
work.
IT’S UNDERSTANDABLE
We should have a great deal of 
sympathy for these mothers 
Haven’t most books, pamphlets 
and ariiclcs during the last 20 
years implied that mere Informa­
tion would suffice?
It is desirable, of course, an 
each child grows old enough to 
ask where babies come, from 
and, later, how they got started, 
that he should be told as much ns 
he is able to understand, pre­
ferably by his parents.
But it is not just thi.4 Informa­
tion that is important. Equally 
important is the family ntmos 
pherc in which Ho grow.i up and 
gets the information: his rela­
tionship to his parents and their 
relationship to each other; the 
prcciousncss of every other per- 
tho family ns.n person, and the 
prcciousncss og every other per 
son, indeed, that ho will meet,
nOUSFJIOLBi'IIINT
Simplify i>acklng hy acquiring 
shofrsocks to liold your .shoes. 
Old socks can be lucd; so can 
plastic stocking cates.
MERRY MENAGERIE
.....  F P T Tt *
“On* consolation —• wa aren’t 
.tioubled with- duaU**
person’s body. There arise hun-, 
dreds of such learning situations 
in the child’s development. .
NEEDS PROTECTION
The child needs, moreover, to 
learn early that he’s not to be off 
in secret places,, with another 
child, and he heeds protection in 
this regard.
Also, the youth approaching 
adolescence, or in his early 
teens, needs to foresee the prob­
able cost in humiliation and suf­
fering to the girl who becomes 
pregnant out of wedlock. Then he 
needs the stuff o f , character to 
discipline himself i!o as never to 
cause such heartaches. He Won’t 
achieve, this by a few exhortn 
tions; but by gradual absorption 
in a healthy family atmosphere.
By PEGGY MASSIN
PARIS (Reuters) -  Fitting the 
figure to new Paris fashions calls 
for a revolutionary approach in 
corsets a n d  undergarments. 
Shapeless sheaths and belticss 
waistlines never were intended to 
camouflage imperfections, and 
the new high-styled silhouette de­
mands a special lithe and firm 
foundation.
Without a properly-shaped bras­
siere, the loose midriff silhouette 
appears matronly and heavy. 
Without longer length girdles or 
corsets to control the thighs, the 
pipe-stem and spindle sheaths 
tend to accentuate .too much of 
the positive.
French corsetiers also contrive 
to emphasize narrow-waisted un­
dergarments which control com­
fortably without clinching. Man­
nequins at Dior wear the same 
boned midriff corselet throughout 
the collection, whether showing 
the waistless spindle sheath for 
daytime, or wasp-waisted, 18th- 
century qvening gowns.
VITAL CORSET
Only a smaU minority of wo­
men are endowed by nature with 
perfectly proportioned figures 
But today, through the art of 
skilful! corsetry, there is a lot 
that can be done about it. Many 
Parision women spend more 
money on a custom-made corset 
created specially for their needs 
that they do for any dress to 
wear over it.
Specific trends in corsetry de­
cree supple, tapered and un­
broken Unes with emphasis on 
the long-tor.so, one-piece garment 
Brassieres feature revolutionary 
construction with undercutting 
and wiring to achieve the neces 
sary high and rounded line which 
must contrast the fall of the loose 
midriff sheath.
It takes a skilled "engineer” to 
cope with today’s formal neck­
lines. Dress decolletes are down 
in front as well as at the back 
There are endless variations of 
shoulder-tipped scoops, stand-
Most imiiortant is his gradu 
nl preparation for using wl.scly 
the facts of life as he acquires 
them.
So, from his very early years 
ho needs to learn useful basic in 
hibitions and iioslllvc attitudes 
for respecting the right and feel 
ings of othc persons, especially 
of those near his ngc\ Ho needs to 
learn to conform to ways which 
older persons say aro right, to re­
spond properly when his parents 
say. ''*rhla la rtot tho thing to do” 
Of “That is the right thing to do”
'For example, tho tot 3 or 
seen touching another’s Ixsiy 
where not covered with clothes 
or properly protected should have 
adequate regard for his mother’; 
or father’a word , which say, 
“That’s not the thing to do 
without further explanation. ,llc 
necrl.'i to learn early, and paacUce 
continually, respect for the nr 
vacy and prcciousncss ojf another
sauy-s sAitas
UiARAain;
"Do you have to take it alt 
apart to atore It?”
W ife Presenm
away collars, and deep-cowled 
necklines which require bras that 
have cither abolished straps en­
tirely, or feature'wide-set strap 
placements.
BUILT-IN MIDRIFFS 
Daring decolletes for formal 
wear in the latest Dior collections 
are shown over sculptured, half- 
bra effects, or convertible strap­
less bandeaus destined to meet 
the deep centre plunge. All-in- 
onc garments stress additional 
reinforcement, built in through 
the midriff to balance this wide 
and low trend in evening bras.
The hips and bosom emerge as 
the focal points of the new dress 
silhouette. The illusion of a youth­
ful, slender figure no longer is 
achieved by wasp waistlines 
shown off with molded sheaths 
and full-skirted dresses. The 
bosom, the hipline and'thighs are 
the features which are actually 
touched” by the chemise and 
sack silhouettes.
It’s “hip hip away” this season, 
and the firmer the girdle the 
more effective the fashion. It 
may require only a supple, and 
fluid elastic lace girdle, or a 
more complicated four-section 
foundation, but hip control is Aie 
ultimate and final goal.
Mrs. G. W. Strang 
Honored By 
Church Women
EAST KELOWNA — At the 
monthly meeting of St.' Mary’s 
Parish Guild, a presentation was 
made to Mrs. G. W. Strang in 
appreciation of her work for 
many years she held office as 
treasurer.
Mrs. Strang, who will bo leaving 
the district shortly, was preisent* 
ed with a silver bread tray .with 
the best wishes for the future 
from the guild members.
Soroptim ists^^Pl^^  
Bake Sale Saturday
A captivating china doll'Com- 
plete with trousseau will be raf­
fled at the Soroptimist bake sale 
tomorrow morning. The doll is 
sure to delight some lucky young­
ster Christmas morning.
White Elephant items ' and 
home-made cakes, cookies and 
pastry will be offered for sale to 
tempt Christmas shoppers.
Proceeds will go towards vari­
ous charities, including Sunny­
vale Centre. Sale will get ’under­
way at 10 a.m. Saturday at the 
E. Winter plumbing establish­
ment on Bernard Avenue.
1 ) 0 0 lin t
WITH PROFESSIONAL RESULT8 
« . .  SAVE H A LF THE COST
It's easy, now to keep your run 
xlean, sanitary and sparkling wiui 
'beautyl Just rent our Clarke Rug 
Shampoo Equipm ent, and Mt 
professional xciults at hatf ui* 
cost! Quick, easy, and safe.
THE SALVATION ARMY HOME 
LEAGUE DISPLAY
Will hold its annual sale in the 
UNITED CHURCH HALL 
Bernard Ave.
- 2:30 p.m. December 7
Fancy work, novelties, home 
cooking
Afternoon tea will be served 
. 'Come and bring a friend
84








Brown the plocsi of nwol or poul- 
hy you or* utlna In a slow, to glvo 
it on axtro good flavor.
Socred W . A . . Hold 
Christmas Meeting
The Social Credit Women's 
Auxiliary held their regular meet­
ing around a colorful Christmas 
tree nt the,, W. A, C. Bennett 
home early this week,
Highlights of the wcll-nUendcd 
meeting were reports from the 
recent convention In Vancouver 
given by Mrs. Harris and Mrs. 
Whnrc.
UNIQUE POST'
Professor of speech .and drama 
at tho University of Natal, South 
Africa, 1.1 Miss Elizabeth Sned 
don.
\ For The M ost 
Economical W ay 
Of Improving 
Your Homo
S rn u sfo r D ecora liy  Bonks
Expert Advico l.oailcd kw c ,
YOU ALWAYS GEY THE BEST RESULTS FROM 
COIDRS CHOSEN AT
Treadgold Paint Supply Ltd.
1611 PENDOZI ST. PHONE 2IU
L O O K
f e i !
Scott’s A n ti-(ira y  H a ir Tone
MPARTS natural looking COLOR AND LUSTRE TO 
CRAY STREAKED AND FADID HAIR
•  For twill tn«ii and women
• Crciseless wliite ciesm,
0  P m  Lanolin , *
’•  Conddiont the half
•  Money back guaranies
THIS IS WOT A TINT- m ilO T  WASH WIT
Use aj (iirecied for ivWi w lives we«k» then only as lequirsd;, 
SmairSlie.............. $ 3  rflals Slis.t..
Obtalnidlile wt
. . .  • « ■/ I'.,'
7 (
I n . KtloiniMi, ' ,  ,,,
DIAL 3333 FOR DFXIVERV
aiia
REG AHA M E H IN G  TONIGHT AS 
BEEFS AND BOUQUHS SOUGHT
Annual meeting of the Kelowna Regatta and election 
of officers for the Centennial Year show takes place tonight 
in the City Hall council chambers at 8.
All citizens interested in hearing the conduct of last 
year’s show, and having comments or suggestions for next 
year’s centennial effort, will be welcomed.
The meeting is the only one to be held before next 
year's committee take over in preparation for ’58.
Hockey Standings, Scores
By THE CANADIAN PRESS . 
EXHIBITION I
Moscow 4 Kingston 2 
OllA-NOHA
Windsor 3 North Bay 2 
Kitchener-Waterloo 2 Whitby 5 
QUEBEC LEAGUE
Quebec 2 Montreal 2 
Trois Rivieres 5 Shawinigan 
FaUs 4
MARITIME SENIOR
Amherst 5 Charlotetown 5 
ONTARIO JUNIOR A 
St. Catharines 8 Ottawa 7 
Barrie 2 Guelph 4
Hold
L o d ^ u c  L o d d
WOODMAN. SPARE THAT 
TREE! Vees defenceman Jack 
Taggart seems to be about to 
chop a few chips o.ut of the 
prostrate goalie, but is it his
NO, NO! NOT THE AXE
buddy, and the stonewall of 
the Pentieton club this year, 
George Wood. A former Flin 
Floh junior Wood’s cool work 
in the nets added up to the
difference between a beating 
and disaster for the Vees as 
the Packers beat them 4-2 last 
night.
(Courier Staff Photo)
Found W ith Needle 
Trainer Is Stuck
TORONTO (CP' — H o r s e  
trainer William Thurner was fin 
ed $100 Tuesday and restored to 
good standing by the Ontario 
raelng commission.
'Ihurner was suspended after 
being found in possession of a 
hypi^ermic syringe at New Wood­
bine track here.
The commission today ordered 
a five-month suspension effective 
Nov. 21, against trainer Murray 
Weisman for falsifying an author-1 Calgary
OKANAGAN SENIOR
Vernon 3 Kamloops 9 
Penticton 2 Kelowna 4 
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL 
Spokane 1 Rossland 3 
WESTERN LEAGUE 
Saskatoon-St. Paul 2 Calgary 6 
Seattle 0 Vancouver 4 
THUNDER BAY JUNIOR 
Fort William Canadieps 11 Fort 
William Hurricane-Rangers 5* 
STANDINGS 
Okanagan Senior
W L T F A Pts 
14 6 1 99 73 29 
13 7 1 108 88 27 
8 13 0 91 111 16 
6 15 0 74 100 12 
Western International 
Spokane 11 6 0 79 58 22
Nelson 9 8 0 66 76 18
Rossland 8 9 0 65 63
Trail 7 12 0 64 77
1 Coast Division (WHL)
New West. 14 10 0 82 69
Vancouver 13 7 1 68 47
Seattle 11 10 2 68 69
Victoria 5 16 1 59 91
Prairie Division (WHL) 
Winnipeg 14 8 0 63 54
Edmonton 12 7 1 73 42 





Jack O’RelUy’i  ‘Packers re­
tained their leaifbe leadership 
last night by dow^ning the Pen­
ticton Vees 4-2 In a pallid per­
formance before the slimmest 
crowd of the season Tn the Mem­
orial Arena.
Centre man Ray Powell led the 
Packers with a brace of bcauti' 
fuliy-cxecutcd goals, and earned 
12 stitches to his mouth when ac­
cidentally tagged by the blade of 
Bob Harper's stick;
Goalie Dave Gatherum hold 
the Packers up several times 
when the disorganized, scrambly, 
but determined Vees got break­
away chances.
George Wood was cool and 
classy in the Vees nets', and spelt 
the eUfference between disaster 
and a beating for the cellar-place 
club.
Bud Laidler, cut from Ver­
non Canadians’ defence corps 
yesterday, was back in the red
as a forward,!lustra one, as the Packers found 
and his first action in the game it hard to get their flying type of
strip, trying out
14
was to rock playing-coach Hal 
Tarala with a bone-shacking (Pre- 
check that left him groggy for 
several minutes after he skated 
to the box to recover.
Bill Swarbrlck, fleet veteran 
Packer winger, played his usual 
polished game and clicked In fine 
fashion with Powell on his two 
goal attempts.
DANCING STYLE 
Bugs Jones, the third line 
centre with the dancing style, 
was outstanding in two-way play, 
sticking closer than a burr to> his 
cliiccK*
Top man for the Vees was Walt 
Peacosh, the darting wlngman 
whose effectiveness can only be 
curbed when he Is in the play 
er’s box. Time and again he 
threatened, only thwarted by top 
playing on the part of Gatherum 
The first frame was a lack'
Ized agent’s licence. Sask.-St. Paul 8 13 0 55 75
Leafs Now Sound 
Like NHL Threat
By KENNEDY WELLS
Canadian Press Staff Writer
For the first time in several 
years Toronto Maple Leafs may 
be able to fulfill a pre-season 
prediction.
Over the last two National 
Hockey League schedules their 
promises that fans could “rock 
'n roll with Howie Meeker and 
his crewcuts" or enjoy “guts, 
goals and glamor” were so much 
hollow mockery by season’s end, 
but this time it Could be differ­
ent. -
Leafs’ reorganized management 
and new coach could not come
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
Henri—and Reay, stifling any un- 
gentlemanly glee, says;
“I would much prefer Cana- 
diens were at full strength. We’re 
ready for them and we don’t want 
any excuses.
Reay can take consolation in 
the fact Leafs will be without 
captain George Armstrong, who 
twisted his knee 10 days ago 
against the Wings.
Maurice is still out with the 
deep skate cut he suffered last 
month and Henri’s services were 
lost Monday when he twisted his 
knee in an exhibition game 
Chicago Black Hawks, in last
did, but they grimly promised 
more goals, and the team is be­
ginning to deliver them.
After a somewhat stumbling 
start coach Billy Reay’s players 
put together two wins over the 
weekend to lift themselves into 
fourth place, and their. goaLpro­
duction to 63 in 23 games, second 
only to Montreal Canadiens’ 83 
in 21 games—a mark the other 
clubs can scarcely hope to equal.
Leafs how have lost only once 
in their last seven games and 
though they hold fourth place by 
only one point over Detroit Red 
Wings they’re already . making 
noises like a Stanley Cup con­
tender,
FACE TEST TONIGHT
Tonight they meet the first- 
place Canadiens in Toronto, byj 
Reay stoutly insists-—he^ isn’t 
scared.' In fact he wishes Cana' 
diens were stronger.
They’ll be without the great 
Richard brothers — Maurice and
, anv slogan as P^ace two points back of Toronto.
are at full strength but observers 
predict some changes 'will be 
made in their lineup.
Hawks started the season 
strongly but slipped back into 
their accustomed spot in league 
standings with two weekend de­
feats. Coach Tommy Ivan is re­
ported upset by the performance 
of several veterans.
One must be left winger Ted 
Lindsay, from whom Hawks ex­
pected great things when they got 
him from Detroit last summer. 
Lindsay just doesn’t seem to have 
the fire and dash that made him 
the best in the business for nearly 
all his previous seasons. Ivan is 
experimenting with him on differ 
ent lines.
Rill Carter of Ottawa-Hull Jun­
ior. Canadiens probably will play 
as ;a"replacernent for Henri Rich 
ard in tonight’s g ^ e .
Selke and coach 'Toe Blake said 
Ahere is still a remote chance the 
Pocket Rocket may be able to 
play himself.
But Carter is the first choice if 
Henri Richard, who suffered 
knee herriorrhage in an exhibition 
game with Ottawa-Hull Monday 
night, is unable to play. Ralph 
Backstrom of the Junior"'Cana- 
diens is a second choice if Carter 
is unavailable.
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Chiefs Triple Vernon Score 
Engage In W ild Donybrook
Shot In Arm  
To Chi Fans
OPEN THE DOOR, GEORGE
SHOW A LITTLE OPENING 
—Packers right winger, Mike 
Durban, veteran of eight years 
with the league leading club, 
moves in fast on goalie George
Wood of the. Vees, seeking a 
crack (hrough which he can 
whistle the rubber, but the cool 
young goalie leaves no space a t 
all. Durban’s centre man, Ray
Powell, is seen in the 
ground, holding Bernie 




gan Senior Hockey League game 
erupted into a free-for-all in the 
third period Tuesday night, with 
all players, on the ice, before 
Kamloops Chiefs won out 9-3 be­
fore 1,500 fans.
Three game misconducts, three 
10-mlnute misconducts, two five- 
minute fighting penalties, four 
minor penalties ari<jl three 10- 
minute misconducts to each club 
were assessed by referee Gordon 
Hamilton.
Kamloops marksmen were 
rookie Ron Leopold and Gerry 
Prince with two apiece, Alf Cad- 
man, Bill Hryciuk, Johnny Mil­
liard, Fred Sasakamoose and 
Lloyd Hinchberger. For Vernon 
it was Ted Lebodia, Jim More and 
Tom Stecyk.
Vernon got one goal in each 
period while the Chiefs scored 
three in each frantie.
The game started out slowly and 
neither team could get rolling. 
Chiefs outshot Vernon 14-5 in the 
first period, 11-6 'in the second 
and 14-9 in the third.
A full-scale melee broke out at 




CHICAGO (AP) — Television 
has given Chicago hockey a shot 
in the arm.
' Johnny Got(sellg, public rela­
tions director of Chicago Black 
Hawfks, credits Saturday nfter- 
nooh television of National Hoc­
key League games and a better 
and more colorful Hawk team 
with a resurgence in interest and 
attendance. ,
The Hawks, whose home at­
tendance at Chicago Stadium once 
was the envy of the league, have 
avcragetl better than 11,000 fans 
in 12 homo games so far this 
, BcaSon compared to- an average 
of 8.378 fpr last season.
"Television has helped greatly 
in renewing interest In hockey,” 
said Gottsclig, former Hawk star. 
“’TV is carrying a tothl of 21 
games on Saturday afternoons 
tids seasoh and the Hawks arc 
anpenrlng In 11 of them, seven In 
Chicago. Our attendance is-not so 
big on the Saturdays wo televise 
ht home, hut It is reflected In our 
Sunday night turnouts.
For , Instance, several weeks 
ago we drew 7,9W for a Saturday 
TV nmtlhcc. The next night we 
had 15.492,’!
NEW YORK CROWDS BIO
n»c biggest crowd in the leagvie 
thus far was 15,925. This wa.s 
twice reached at New York. , 
Tlie Black Hawks' peak came 
In the 1946-47 eumpnign when- a 
total of 500.681 paid to w|»tch 




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Vancouver Canucks showed on 
Tuesday night they don’t intend 
to trifle with opposition' attempts 
to put them out of reach of top 
place In the Western Hockey 
League Coast division.
The Canucks whitewashed the 
Seattle Americans 4-0 In Vancou­
ver to move to within h tx>lnt of 
Now Westndnster Royals, who 
put them out of the leader spot 
last week.. A Seattle win would 
have, put the Canucks back in 
third place.
In the Prairie division, Calgary 
Stapapcdcra (inally pulled out of 
the cellar with a 6-2 victory over 
Saskatoon-St. Paul Rcgals. But 
they’re still 11 points behind the 
leading Winnipeg Warriors.
At Vancouver, neither team 
counted in a sloppy first period 
and*lt wasn't until 13:47 of the 
second that Orlttnd Kurlcnbach 
took a pass from Bill Dobby to 
open scoring.
FOUR’n i  WHITEWASH
Vancouvcr'.s other goals went 
to Bon Hutchinson, Phil Maloney 
and Red Johansen, Marcel Pelle­
tier stopped 27 shots In scoring 
his fourth sliutovit of the season 
At the other end. Seattle goalie 
Dmr Hamilton stopped 26
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. 
(AP)—Baseball’s minor leagues, 
angered by increased television 
invasion of their territory by the 
major leagues, have appointed a 
task force to combat the latest 
encroachment — a Sunday TV 
game of the week.
National Baseball Association 
President George Trautman, in a 
bitter denouncement of baseball 
leaders who he called “selfish 
men who are permitting their 
own structure to crumble,” vowed 
today to “bottle to the bitter end” 
the majors’ plan to add a Sunday 
TV gjime to their already-estab­
lished Saturday game of the 
week.
Baseball’s top men arc gath­
ered hero this week for their na­
tional convention!
“The minors enjoyed their
healthiest year in 1949, when TV invasion of their territory, 
there were no television net-1 Meanwhile, Chicago White. Sox 
works,” Tradtman said. “We completed a threc-for-three swap 
drew 41,000,000 people to our [with Baltimore Orioles to kick
Veteran Seixas 
In Davis Cup 
Zone Play-Off
ADELAIDE. Australia (AP)
The two veteran members of 
each team, Vic Seixas of Phila­
delphia and Fcllclmo Ampon, 
were drawn today for the opening 
singles assignment Thursday In 
the Intcr-zono Davis Cup tennis 
final between the United States 
and the Philippines.
Tlie second match sends Herbie 
Flam, of Bcvcrl.v Hills, Calif, 
against Baymundo Deyro. the 
Philippines nntlopni champion. 
Seixas Is 36 and Ampon 37.
parks that year. We drew only 
17,000,000 this year. Why'/ Major 
league TV networks came upon 
us in 1950. Then we came in for 
the Saturday afternoon televised 
game of the week. Now we are 
threatened with a Sunday after­
noon game of the week. Why, 
Sunday is our pay day.”
TRY PROTEST FIRST 
The committee, a seVen-man 
body comprised of the presidents 
of the seven classification leagues 
of the National Association, has 
been commissioned to make a 
formal protest to the major 
league owners and Commissioner 
Ford Frick and "take approprl 
ate action” if the majors go 
through with their Sunday ’TV 
plan.
The minor longue head left 
little doubt that the minors were 
determined to carry the suit to 
the hlghc.st court, if necessary, 




golds in M home conteH»s. In one| 1>vo .second - period brawls 
game that season. 20,064 attended mnlrre<! the game in Calgary,
off the player trading.
The deal sends White Sox cen­
tre fielder Larry Doby, pitcher 
Jack Harshman and another 
player to be homed later to the 
Orioles for infisldcr Billy Good­
man, pitcher Ray Moore and out­
fielder Tito Francona.
ROBERTS ON BLOCK 
Convention centres were bub­
bling with trade rumors. Phila 
delphia Phillies are offering 
pitcher Robin Roberts and out­
fielder Ritchie Ashburn in pro­
posed deals for younger talent.
Ashburn and, pitcher Harvey 
Haddix were offered by the Phils 
for St. Louis thisd baseman Ken 
Boyer, but the deal was rejected.
Cincinnati offered an unidenti­
fied outfielder for Roberts and 
the Phils responded by asking for 
centrp fielder Gus Bell in ex-, 
change but the swap failed. It 
\vas reported the 'Reds offered 
outfielder Wally Post.
Money Is
By BOB MYERS Hollywood Prc.Mldcnt Robert H 
COLORADO SPRINGS. C o lo .lC obb  amLSnli 
(AP)-A hcnithy .sum of nbout|n‘‘><>«>. bnscbidl 
W ,000 today stood ns the linnl
'Alb
n Hawks-Boston Bniln^ enixnmtcr 
for a record that! «IIU stands,
I T|»e tolnl aUendnneo stood as a 
league mark unlll Montreal Cana- 
diens lured 5tl,653 In Uvo 1033-54 
(enson.
' The Hawks’ gate ni>(>coV gradii 
ally deteriorated until U reached 
n low of 221,1^ in 1934̂ 55,
Hen* arc .unt'fHclal attendance 
(olah nftd numlwr of homo games 
(or thO eluba: (Chicago — 132.824 
, . ,nmlon-l3T,130 «H»: De- 





which the Stnmpedcrs won after 
coming from behind a 2-1 first- 
period deficit,
Staimwders had five players In 
the .iK'nalty bo)c In the second 
•wrlod but still counted two while 
the regala failed to score. In the 
thin ncrkxl, they rattle<l In an­
other three goals for Ibelr 6-2 vic­
tory. :
Kuryluk |>aced Calgary with 
two goals while Enlo Scllssizi 
Chuck Blair, Sid FInnev and D3ve 
Duke got singles. Reg Pilmegw 
and Bob Chorley Counted (or 
RegaUt
f V
Ball Player Swaps 
Cleats For Skates
k it c h e n e r  (CP»-Ron How 
ell, who linished u football sen- 
son ns bnckfioldcr (or the victori­
ous Hamilton Tiger-Cats last Sat­
urday. will got back Into the 
hockey grind with Kltchcncr- 
Watcrloo Dutchmen Thursday as 
a defenceman.
Kitchener manager Ernie Gor­
man said today ho also will talk 
to Billy Graham, another Tlcnt 
bnckflcider, “ In a day or two,” 
Graham plays .centre and right 
wing for •Dulchles In the OHA- 
NOHA Senior A scries.
barrier In the realignment ()( the 
oncc-soiind Pacific Coast Bjisc- 
ball Ixraguc.
S|K)kanc, Wash., and Phoenix, 
Arlz,, arc set ns two new mem­
bers of the ,54-ycar-old league, 
artd the 1958 schedule, newly an­
nounced, includes them and the 
third baby member, Salt Lake 
City,
The first game of the 154-gamo 
schedule will open April 10. Stag­
gered opening dates will be play- 
e<l In Seattle, Vancouver, Port­
land and Phoenix. l«ast year the 
league had a 168-game schedule. 
But It Is over Salt I.aiko City,
Iiresently in the class "C” Pioneer >cague, that the PCL is em­
broiled In a controversy.
Hollywood, displaced from the 
PCL by the move of the Naticinal 
Leaguii Dodgers to Los Angelos,
Don’t be a killer. Obey all traf­
fic laws as well as your own ,
common sense. Make every week'has agroed to the sale of Is PCI. 
a Safe-Driving Week. , fignchlse lo Salt Lake City.
olns G. Morgan, have agreed on 
terms of the sale of the (ran 
chlsc proper.
REACH COMPROMISE 
The price Ih reportedly $175,000 
This l.s a compromise between 
the $225,000 Cobb wanted and the 
$150,000 Morgan offered.
The hitch In tlie switch is, 
briefly!'
The present Salt Lake City club 
owca to previous or present oper- 
atora Edward Mulligan aiid m  
Lelshman approximately $85,(W.
Cobb refuses to assume the 
debt,
Morgan feels this la a PCL 
problem and refuses to assume 
the debt. ,
President Leslie O’Ctonnor of 
the PCL says it Is not a league 
responsibility. , n
Morgan, a wcalUiy man in oil 
and J IM , is to resume negolia* 
l lo n r  with Cobb in Hollywood 
about Dec. U ..I*'. ■
WINNIPEG (CP) — Haffback 
Jackie Parker of Edmonton Es­
kimos today was named the win­
ner of the Jeff Nicklin Trophy as 
the player most valuable to his 
team in the Western Intcrprovin- 
cial Football Union.
It was the third time Parker 
has won the award. He also was 
named top player in 1954 ana 
1956.
Parker captured a two - way 
race with quarterback Kenny 
Ploen of Winnipeg Blue Bombers. 
The Edmonton backfielder re­
ceived 59 of a possible 75 points 
as football writer^ and sports 
casters in the five WIFU cities 
cast their ballots. In 25 ballots, 
Parker whs awarded 17 first- 
placie votes.
Ploen, a sensation In his fir.st 
year of Canadian football, re­
ceived 46 points, Including five 
first-place votes.
Paul Cameron of British Colum­
bia Lions placed third with 10 
point.s, followed by Gerry James 
of Winnipeg and Bobby Marlow, 
pf Saskatchewan Roughrlders 
with eight apiece and Johnny 
Bright of Edmonton with seven.
STARTED IN 1946 
Tlie Nicklin Trophy was first 
presented in , 1046 in memory of 
one of the greatest football play­
ers in the history of the Blue 
Bombers. Nlcktln, who starred at 
end and flying wing with Winni­
peg. was killed in action ns a 
oaratrooDcr in Europe dvirlng the 
Second World War,
The trophy Is sponsored annu­
ally by the Canadian Joint Air 
Training Centre at Rivers, Man 
It will be presented to Parker 
the tirst time Eskimos play in 
Winnipeg In 1958.
Other winners of the tronhy 
have been: Billy Wusyk of Cal 
gnrv Stnmpcders, Rob Sandberg 
of Winnipeg, Keith Sualtb of Cal 
gnrv, Llndv Berry of Edmonton. 
Jack Jacobs of Wlnnlocg. John 
Henrv Johnson of Chlgnry and 
Ken Carpenter rtf Saskatchewan
defenceman Ted Lebodia swung 
at Buddy Evans. Evans retaliated 
and the pair started swinging, 
Evans getting the worst of it.
Then Sasakamoose and King 
parted swinging and both benchs 
(Seared. At one time RCMP stej^ 
ped on to the Ice but were not 
required.
A fan at the opposite side of 
the rink threw an empty liquor 
bottle on the ice which smashed. 
He disappeared into the crowd.
Linesman Ed Plppolo was hit 
on the head by a Vernon stick. 
Fans behind the Vernon bench 
nearly started fighting, but police 
quickly broke up the milling. 
LINEUPS
Vernon—goal: J. MciLeod; de­
fence: Stecyk, D. McLeod, Le­
bodia: forwards: Lowe, Harms, 
Trentinl, Blair, King, Bidoski, 
Davison, Agar, More, Schmidt, 
Kamloops—goal; Shirley; de­
fence: Sasakamoose, Hinchber­
ger, Cadman; forwards: Dawes, 
Milliard, Leopold, B. Warwick, 
Evans, Prince. Hryciuk, G. War­
wick, Marquess.
SUMMARY 
First period—1. Kamloops, Leo­
pold (Cadman) 1:36; 2. Kamloops, 
Hryciuk (Sasakamoose, Milliard) 
10:12; 3! Vernon, Lebodia (Tren- 
tini) 11:14; 4. Kamloops, Leopold 
(Cadman, Milliard) 12:45. Penal­
ties; Cadman 7:20, Schmidt 9:15, 
Harms 16:06.
Second period—5. Kamloops 
Prince 15:33; 6. Vernon, Moro 
(Agar) 17:23; 7. Kamloops, Mil­
liard (DaVes) 17:55; 8. Kamloops, 
Cadman (Prince, Dawes) 19:40. 
Penalties: J. McLeod (served by 
Trentini) 3:38, Davison 11:55, Mil­
liard 15:05, King 16:18, Lowe and 
Hryciuk 18:59.
'Third period—Kamlcwps, Sasa­
kamoose (Leopold) 4:56; 10. Kam' 
loops, Hinchberger (G. Warwick, 
Marquess) 10:52; 11. Vernon, Stc- 
eyk 18:47; 12. Kamloops, Prince 
(Dawes) 19:35. Penalties: Bidoski 
3:48; Hryciuk 7:08; King 10:52, 
G. Warwick'10:52, Dawes 13:07, 
Lebodia (minor, major and game 
misconduct) 17:50, Evans (minor 
and major) 17:50, Saskgmooae 
(game misconduct) 17:50, Tren­
tinl (misconduct) 17:50, B. War­
wick (misconduct) 17:50, Shirley 
17:50, J. McLeod 17:50, and three 
10-mlnutc misconducts to each 
team.
offence going against the scram­
bling. hustUng, spoilers from the 
peach City.
SUDINO BACKHAND
At the three-quarter n\ark in 
the frame. Bob Harper moved *in 
on Orv Lavcll, who started to 
tide him off, but the rangy wing­
er let go a backhand. Gatherum 
brac(^ himself (or a drive, but 
the puck biopped along the ice 
and trickled in the corner.
In the final minute of the 
period, rushing defence man 
darry Smith took the puck right 
down the ice on a stunning rush, 
carried it right around tj\e goal 
and flipped it but to Joe Kaiser 
on the open side to Knot the 
score.
The second frame was no chal­
lenge to the fans, pulses, and the 
only goal of the frame was scor­
ed when Conway let go a point 
drive that bounced off LavcU’s 
stem section and put the Vees 
ahead, 2-1.
KNOT THE SCORE
Hardly had the notes of the 
fine f)lavlng of the Rutland High 
School nand died away in the 
intermission when Poyell and 
Swarbrlck knotted the score aijd 
seven minutes later they re­
peated.
, Mfddleton iced the cake at 
i6;15 when he teamed up with 
Roche and Kaiser on a three-way 
effort thtat added the insurance 
marker and ended the game 
scoring.
Lineups:
Penticton — Goal: Woods; de­
fence: Touzln, Tarala, Taggart, 
Conway, Bathgate: forwards:
Wakshlnski, Peacosh, Dykstra, 
Slater, Harper, Utendalc, Lloyd.
Kelowna—Goal: Gatherum; de­
fence; Smith, Coburn, McCallum, 
Lavell; forwards: Powell, Roche, 
Swarbrlck. Durban, Kaiser, Mid­
dleton, Laidler, Jones, JablonskL
'  Summary 
First Period
1. Penticton. Harper
(Bathgate) . . . . . . . . . . . .  14:41
Kelowna, Kaiser (Smith) 19:35 
Penalties: None.
Second'Period
8. Penticton, Conway —  17:4$ 




(Swarbrlck) ..................  1:39
Kelowna, Powell 
(Swarbrlck) . . . . . . . . . . .  8:11
Kelowna, Middleton 
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SPORTING GOODS X  
OtttnUera for AH Sporta |w i 
, . , , • inti Oamea '
Wa'tor R oveals
U ) I u a |2 ;^ 'a  t u i f i /  tC o iJO O illlL
Water (plain or sparkling) is your most reliable 
guide to the wholetruth about any whisky. Water 
adds nothing, detracts nothing, hut reveals a 
whisky's true nstiiral flavour and bouquet.
.0083
This advertisement is not puhllihed or dltploya^i by 
the Uqi/or Control Boord or'by the Oovarnmant of British Cdumt^jo*
WED.. DEC. 4. ttST THE 0 /tn .T  CODBIEl
.P0RTLI6HT
ft
Comes Weeding-Out Time 




M ayor Frank 
Running For
:¥$■
i i ’.c iinnu;il wccding-out time in the garden uf the OSMLi 
iv at hand, a scant dozerf days away. |
Until the middle of December, it is pic in the sky for thcj 
operator wlio can afford to sling out train fares and expenses | 
fairly liberally, taking a careful look at some of the hockey meat! 
on the hoof that may be straying around loose. j
A week from Sunday, however, the chop-off date arrives,! 
and all four clubs must have their rosters of 15 men, plus ai 
spare goalkeeper, registered with the BCAHA. After that date,: 
also, it is considered kosher to ask for playing cards to be shown, j 
if in doubt. '
A cursory glance at the situation in the league would seem 
to indicate less trouble in store this year for any of the four 
coaches than in previous years, especially in the ease of Packets’ ' 
Jack O’Reilly, who just took over the reins a few days before i 
cut-off last season.
At least three of the clubs have had their line-up pretty 
well jelled for the past month, although the Vees arc reported 
to be seeking help. With two-thirds of the season left to play, 
nnd a full 17 points between them and the top, they could prob-j 
ably use some more scoring punch.
( But nobody really has the wind up.
n  w
1 « > t
IN GERMAN SKI HEAVEN
IRISH O’REILLY SMILING
O ’Reilly’s Packers arc in the best shape they have ever 
been, and certainly need less help than they ever have in the 
nine years of their operation.
Although the Irisher is still keeping his eye open for a left­
winger, the need for him is steadily decreasing, as Greg Jablonski 
shows a steady improvement each time out. Up to now, the 6’4” 
w ing man with the flashing feet was showing lack of polish around 
the net, but he seems to be working well with centre man Bugs 
Jones and right winge'r Bill Swarbrick now, and is showing a 
tough style of fore-checking that brings tears of happiness to 
coach O'Reilly's eyes. The trio arc all members of last year’s 
club.
So arc the top scoring line of Joe Kaiser, Jim Middleton and 
Brian Roche, whose years with the Packers add up to many 
more than a dozen.
Centre man Ray Powell is the only c.x-pro acquisition this 
year, which leaves the Packers the opportunity of bringing in 
another one, should the need arise. Powell’s wingers, Mike Dur­
ban and Moc Young, arc from last year’s squad, with Durban 
being the second-oldest veteran on the club .
On the blue line, Orv Lavcll is the only member of last 
year’s club, and the other three are all amateur players trans­
ferred here. Since both Harry Smith and Pat Cobum were in 
the WIHL last year, they were not inter-branch transfers, so 
Andy McCallum is the only one, leaving O’Reilly with three 
more, should he heed them.
Goal tender Dave Gatherum is a veteran, also, being in 
his third year with the club, and is turning in a stellar perform­
ance this year. Young Bud Laidler, durable Kelowna native by 
adoption, is trying with the Packers again, on the forward line.
EX-CHAMPS' COZY
Coach George Agar’s position is looking better these days 
than it was earlier in the season, with most of his cliib being 
returnees from last year.
Goalie Hal Gorddn and defence men Ted Lebodia, Tom 
Stecyk, Willie Schmidt and Don McLeod are all from last year’s 
Canadians.
Up front, Jim Moro will be the only branch transfer, arid 
is tlic only new face.
Agar, Odie Lowe and Johnny Harms, the three pivot men, 
are all vets,.
Wingmen Merv Bidoski, Walt Trentini, Sherm Blair, Art 
Davison, and Frank King are all “old Sweats’’ as well, which 
leaves the fox of Vernon with a fairly free hand to .load u p -  
should the need be felt.
KENNY CAN CLEAR
The envy of Kelowna skiers, 
who are patiently awaiting the 
coming of snow, German skier 
Hans Hacklingcr flashes down 
a giant slalom course in a race 
on the Zugsplitze plateau, at
Garmisch, Germany. The race 
traditionally opens the German 
skiing season, as the first 
snow falls early on Germany’s 
highest mountain, the nearly 
10,00 ft. Zugsplitze.
Russian Selects 
W in  Fourth Tilt
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) — Mos-jtion. Their other win was at the 
cow Selects Tuesday night won expense of Ottawa-Hull Cana-
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — A twlce-defeatefl 
candidate will oppose Mayor 
Frank Elccker in the mayoralty 
race next week.
Frank Ryall, 63, a retired engi­
neer, who served on Vernon 
council in 1950-51, has been an 
active member of the community, 
A World War I veteran, he is a 
member of Rotary Club, Red 
Cross Society, and fraternal or 
ganizations. He, also is secretary, 
manager of the Vernon Club.
Mayor Becker, 47, has, for 
many years, been active in hoc­
key circles and is a former presi­
dent of the B.C. Amateur Hockey 
Association. In appreciation of 
his services, the BCAHA made 
him a life member. Mr. Becker 
has lived in Vernon 16 years; was 
president ‘of the fish and game 
association for two yeSrs and was 
chairman of the Jubilee Hospital 
building committee.
Seven candidates are contesting 
three vacant scats on city coun­
cil.
Candidates for aldermen are; 
Alexander A. Schwartz: engag­
ing in logging and farming; has 
been a resident of Vernon for five 
years. Former municipal coun 
cillor for Coulee, Sask.
Charles McDowell: 18 years in 
Vernon and current president of 
the Canadian Legion. Was an air­
man in the Second World War.
Mrs. H. L. Coursier is seeking 
her second term. In Vernon for 
20 years, she is active in the hos­
pital auxiliary, Girl Guides, Unit­
ed Church, little threatre, and 
many other orjganizatlons. She is 
a gradu 
Alberta.
Hospital. Was a member of school 
district board, municipal hospital 
board, and municipal councU, in 
Bt. Paul district, Alberta.
William. J. Monk, member of 
Vernon Lions club, and Masonic 
lodge; army reserv'ist for seven 
years, and has lived In Vernon 
for 14.
Eric Palmer, lions dub and 
Knights of Pythias member, has 
lived In Vernon for 34 years
Palmer was defeated In last 
year’s aldermanic race.
Three people are. contesting the 
two school boaid seats.
Seeking additioc .1 terms on the 
school board arc John Trent, nnd 
Mrs. Vera McCulloch. Trent has 
been n trsutce for two years, and 
Mrs. McCulloch four years.
George Castonguay, also active 
in the community, is a past presi­
dent of the hockey booster club.
Frank E. Gannett, Newspaper 
Empire Builder, Dies At 81
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP> — 
Frank E. Gannett, who built a 
$3,(X)0 stake into n newspaper 
empire, died today. He was 81.
The publisher had been under 
medical care since April, 1955, 
when he suffered a fracture of a 
vertebra in a faU downstairs at 
his home.
His company controls nnd op- 
c-rates 22 newspapers, foun. radio 
stations and three television sta-
jg;
ate or the University of
the fourth game of their eight- 
game Canadian hockey tour — 
against two losses and a tie—de­
feating CKLC’s 4-2.
The Selects scored one goal in 
the first and second periods and 
a pair in the third for their third 
victory over senior “A” competi-
Canny Ken from Kamloops may be in a mucb belter posi­
tion than last year, also, when the phones and telegraph wires 
were humming with the pros and cons ot considerable pros. The 
only hint of insurrection is the murmur again arising over the 
much-discussed Fred Sasakamoosc.
Last year Fred had to be side-lined because he was one 
pro too many to rc-instate in any given year. This year he is 
okay, but, according to the grape-vine, the Old Man doesn’t 
want him included on this year’s rc-instatements. What then,
Kenny? Last year’s?
However, this may never come to action stations, since the 
three Warwicks, Bill, Dick and Grant, arc all from last year's 
Smokies, which makes them home-free, as are (nost of the club.
The Pony Line of Johnny MiJWard, Bill Hryciuk and Bud 
Evans are all Chiefs veterans.
Gerry Prince is one of last year's rc-instaicmcnts, pnd isj Prystd, EdniTT..” ” !’ 12 io 22 
clear this year. Fontcyno, Sen, ............. 9 13 22
Defence man Gerry Kernaghan is clean, and coach Bob 
Dawes is in the clear.
Goalie Jim Shirley is also ;i sophomore with the club, and 
so is Lloyd Hinchberger. ■




SEATTLE (CP)-Gordie Fash 
oway of New Westminster Royals 
took over the individual scoring 
lead last week in the \yestern 
Hockey League, ending his pre­
vious week’s deadlock with team­
mate Max McNab;
Fashoway, with 15 goals and 14 
assists, added five points during 
the week, against a lone goal by 
McNab.
McNab was also passed by Ed 
Dorohoy of Victoria Cougars who 
took over second place with 26 
points after the hottest week of 
any player in the league. He 
scored four goals and assisted in 
six others. - .
Hugh Barlow of Royals also 
went on a scoring rampage click­
ing for six goals and three as­
sists. Along with Dennis Olson of 
Edmonton he managed to fire 
home three goals in one game. 
Barlow’s 18-point total wasn’t 
good enough however, to put him 
among the WHL’s top 10 point- 
getters.
D e n n i s  Riggin, sophomore 
goalie of the Edmonton Flyers, 
took over first place in the goal­
tending department with a goals- 
against average of 2.1 a game.
Garry Edmundsop of New 
Westminster continued to set 






Lunde, Edm. .......... .
McNab, NW . . . . . . . . .
Schmnutz, NW ..........
Fielder, Sea. ...............  6 18 24
0. Kurtcnbach, V . . . . . .  8 15 23
Klnnsetvich, Sea. . . . . . .  13 10 23
diens, a junior "A” team they 
meet again in Hull tonight.
Selects opened their tour by 
losing 7-2 to Whitby Dunlops in 
Toronto, tied 5-5 with Windsor 
Bulldogs, lost 4-2 to Kitchener- 
Waterloo Dutchmen then beat 
Sudbury Wolves, 7-4, North Bay 
Trappers 6-3 and Canadiens 6-3 
in Montreal Sunday.
The Selects again stressed ac­
curate passing and good posi­
tional play in beating the Kings­
ton club, bolstered, by players 
from Belleville, P.embroke and 
Cornwall of the Ontario Hockey 
association senior “A” eastern 
group.
Konstantin Loktev scored Mos­
cow’s first two goals with Russ 
Kowalchuk getting one for King­
ston in between. Alexander Chere- 
hanpv and Vladimir Elizarov 
rounded out the Russians’ scoring 
in the thirji pe f̂iod wHle Barton 
Bradley, a Belleville player, got 
the other Canadian tally.
GOALIE OUTGUESSED
Elizarov, the Max Bentley of 
the team, outguessed goalie Lynn 
Davis on a clean breakaway for 
his marker.
The game was delayed three 
times and excitement was pro­
duced when a 17-year-old student 
climbed into the girders at the 
end of playing time to throw the 
Russian flag down into the crowd.
Although the boy was caught^? 
as he descended, the flag disap­
peared in thef crowd. It was the 
second time a flag had been lost, 
the first time in Windsor when it 
disappeared before the beginning 
of the game.
A. M. Sasges, is another 20 year 
resident of Vernon. He is a cem­
ent business owner; director of 
Vernon Credit Union and is on 
fish and game association execu­
tive. Served in the Second World 
War.
William Halina. has resided in 
Vernon nine years, and is ap 




NICOSIA. Cyprus (Reuters) — 
Sir Hugh Foot, new British gov­
ernor of this troubled island col­
ony has arrived to take up his 
post and was greeted with a 
warning issued by Greek Cy­
priots.
is a live volcano—
tions. Most of the Gannett news­
papers arc in New York state.
STARTED FROM SCRATCH
Gannett started from scratch. 
He was born on a farm about 
50 miles southeast of Rochester. 
The farm yielded a sparse living 
nnd his father, Charles, gave it 
up. Subsequent farming ventures 
also failed.
Gannett sold newspapers, col 
lected and sold carloads of lioncs, 
wrote letters for and sold rub­
ber-stamp signatures to Italian 
workers and hustled every way 
he could to make a dollar
He won a scholarship to attend 
Cornell University. Hd worked on| 
the : Cornell Dally Sun, but his! 
first paying job ns a reporter was j 
on the Syracuse Herald.
In 1900, Gannett became city 
editor of the Ithaca, N.Y., News, 
at $15 a week).
In 1906, he bought a half inter­
est in the Elmira, N.Y., Gazette.
To start this first venture in 
newspaper ownership he had $3,- 
000 in cash. He obtained $7,000 
in "character” loans and gave a 
note for $10,000. From that point 
on, his progress was rapid in
Driven ignored 
Call For Help 
In Road Mishap
CRESTON. B.C. (CP) - -  Two 
boys seeking help for a fatally 
injured companion tried for half 
an hour to flag down cars cast of 
Creston. Ihclr truck had plunged 
150 feet down the bank on a slip­
pery section of No. 3 highway.
>Tnally. Albert Maldo of Nelson 
stopped when they signalled him 
with a Rashllght.
Mr. R. M. Malda rushed tha 
injured boy. Allan Wayne Ham, 
19 of Kitchener, to Creston Hos­
pital. But the boy was dead on 
arrival.
The inquest oi^cncd h<;rc Mon­
day 'and was adjourned to Dec. 
10.
Names of the other two boys 
were withheld by RCMP.
A fiacy indictment of motorists 
who formed a line 25 to 30 cars 
long on cither side of the ac­
cident scene during the rescue 
ajlcmpt was given by Mr. Malda 
The only persons who came out 
of their cars to offer help were 
elderly people who gave him a 
blanket for the injured boy, ho 
said.
THIS DEER ALSO 
HIT BULL'S EYE!
SNOW HILL, Md. (AP)—Bailey 
Disharoon was bending over a 
deer he had shot when it gave 
a dying kick and knocked out 
his teeth.
Le Petit Journal 
Circulation Wide 
Says Report
MONTREAL (CP) — The Mont­
real weekly Le Petit Journal has 
the largest circulation of any 
French-language pubUcation on 
this continent.
Founded in September, 1926, Le 
Petit Journal had an audited cir­
culation of 278,256 in the year 
ended last March 31.
The weekly, in tabloid forniat,' 
appears on Fridays.
The Canadian Press' reported 
erroneously Nov. 15 that the 
weekly Montreal La Patrie had 
the largest North American 
French - language circulation 
However, the weekly La Patrie’s 
audited circulation figure at last 
March 31 was , 249,636 compared 
with Le Petit Journal’s 278,256.
"Cyprus
your attitude will decide whether 
it eruputs again,” EOKA fighters
The Greek Cypriot underground! 
organization EOKA has been! 
threatening new violence follow­
ing eight months of relative calm 
in its 32-month campaign to rid 
Cyprus of British rule and unite 
it with Greece.
Foot, who governed Jamaica 
for the last 6Vz years, succeeds 
Field Marshal Sir John Harding. 
Harding left the Cyprus post a 
month ago after two years at the 
head of a tough military adminis­











VICTORIA (CP) — A second 
centennial project (for British 
Columbia’s 300,000 school child- 
Some 800 suspected terrorists ] ren has been announced by the 
held in detention camps declared I B.C. CentenniaL-Gommittee. 
a 24-hour hunger strike to coin-1 The scheme, voluntary contri-
cide with Foot’s arrival.
15 14'29 






Czech Soccer XI 
Drop Eng. Champs
Lopes Low Man 
On Odds Tonite
CHICAGO (AP) — Heavily-fa 
vored Joe Brown of New Orleans 
defends his world lightweight title 
at Chicago Stadium tonight 
against Joey Lopes of, Sacra­
mento, Calif., who embarrassed 
him with a draw la.st summer.
The televised 15-rounder will 
mark the third title defence by 
the 31-.yenr-old Brown.
Lopes, 27, is ranked well down 
the list of lightweight contenders, 
but ostensibly earned the title 
shot by holding Brown to a 10- 
round draw in an overweight 
match at Chicago Stadium Aug. 
21.
With an expected crowd of 
about 5,000, the TV return will bo 
larger than the gross gate, e.stl- 
mntod at about $20,000. The TV
VANCOUVER (CP)—Hector G. 
Munro,, 52, president of B.C. For­
est Products Ltd. and one of the 
leaders of British Columbia’s 
lurriber industry, died suddenly 
here Monday,
He held many important posts 
in logging, lumber and pulp in­
dustries, including that of direc­





lor, Conservative M.P. for Van­
couver Burrard, has predicted 
"upwards of one billion dollars” 
will be invested in Columbia River 
power.
Mr. Taylor told a public meet­
ing he bases his information on 
discussions he had with top civil 
servants before leaving Ottawa 
a few days ago. He did not say 
when the money would be spent 
or exactly how it would be made 
available.
Mr. Taylor, who was booed 
Friday night at a meeting of un­
employed persons, disclosed that 
he had since surveyed the unem­
ployment situation and made 
several proposals in a five-page 
letter to Prime Minister Diefen 
baker.
butions to the Queen Alexander 
Solarium in Victoria and the pre­
ventorium in Vancouver, avoids 
the main criticism levelled 
against the first scheme.
OriginaUy the committee an­
nounced that school children 
would donate 10 cents each to 
pay for the cost of a statue to 
be erected on the lawns at the 
Legislative Buildings.
The fact that school children 
were told they were to dante a 
dime each to pay the cost of 
erecting a statue, without being 
given an option, was criticized.
Wins
By Acclamation
GLENMORE — ,P. R. Moubray 
was re-elected Reeve of Glen, 
more by acclamation on Mon­
day, ns wn.s Victor Haddad ns 
councillor. Ichiro Yamamoto will 
fill the other council seat. There 
were no other nominations for the 
two seats at Glenmorc.
J. R. Hume was elected by ac­
clamation for a two-year term 
on the board of trustees of Kel­
owna School District 23. He will. 





ties , which . haven’t . approved 
fluoridation have been“ misguld- 
cd by les.s-informed crusaders," 
Dr. Sanford Moose of San Fran 
cisco, head of oral surgery for 
the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, said here.
Value of fluorine In community 
water supplies as n protective 
agent In fighting tooth decay — 
without side effects — has been 
proven for 20,years, ho told the 
Edmonton and District Dental
Hotel Operators 
Meet
VICTORIA (CP)-Several new 
policy resolutions and suggestions 
on improvement of service to 
tourists will be squeezed Into a 
one-day meeting of the Hotel 
Operators and Innkeepers Society 
of B.C, next Monday.
Representatives of 26 major 
hotels will meet Sunday for the 
president’s reception to be given 
by President J. E. Neely of the 
Dougins Hotel here.
Guest speakers at the meeting 
include Ross Brown, president of 
the Canadian Restaurant Assocl 
ation, and Stuart Keate, publisher 
of The Victoria Times.
PEOPLE DO 






The story of the Concert 
Pianist who appeared at the | 






Captain of the Discovery—
Roderick Haig-Brown 
The Ballet Annual —
Arnold Haskell 
History’s 1()0 Greatest Com­
posers.
Story of Beethoven 
In His Steps—
Charles M. Sheldon 
Stay Alive All Your Life—
Norman Vincent Peale | 
RaUy Round the Flag Boys— 
Max Shulman I 
w w t m x
We still have a full stock of j 
select Christmas Cards and 
wrappings by Coutts . , . may 
we suggest that you make your 
choice early and avoid disap­
pointment later.
KHUCtniem
THIS WEEK’S GIFT 
SUGGESTION
LEATHER GOODS
Wallets . . . Writing Cases>.• 
Key Rings 
Travelling Cases
See our largo selection
ALL LEATHER GOODS 
INITIALED FREE IN GOLD
THE KELOWNA 
BOOK & GIFT SHOP
3 Doors West from Super-'VaIn 
PHONE 3117
. PRAGUE (RouterH) — Czecho- "'**̂*'
Leopold, iinollicr addition, will be in the dear, since he was j Slovakia’s army and air force'*''** •''•’*** S12.000 for Brown and
junior Iasi year. Mark Marquc.s.s is no problcni this year cither, soccer team today defeated Eng-1 ***■'***'*
since he was shipped to Vernon last year.
, Coffee row buzzes have it that Kenny may he after George 
llunchuk, an (lid veteran of the PCHL, and a finedefence man, 
hut he has rooiu for three branch transfers, and one old pro, 
so ho is fat.
TARALA HAS PROBLEMS
Coach Hal Tarala, custodian of the Vccs for the .second 
yc;ir, )s once again'immersed in the odd problem in his efforts 
to put the Peach (,’ity chib in the win brackets.
■ Goalie George WcKid, former junior, was one of the nicer 
things that has happcn«;d t() him. He still has his blue line corps 
of himself, Kevin Conway and Jack Taggart, and the addition 
; of Rheo Touziri didn't cramp him any, as far as cards go.
Up front, he has Eddie Diachuk and Johnny Ulcndalc. both 
juniors Inst year lind consequently no problem d )  him, 
l,)on Slater is a transfer from the Chiefs, so take?
li.sh Football League ehuinpion.s ®*™*̂ *!‘
Mauehe.ster United 1-0 la the .sec­
ond leg of their European Cup 
conte.st,
But Manchester United won 3-1 
on the nggrognte score of two 
gamiss nnd passes Into the 
quarter-finals.
United bent the Czccho-slriVak 
club 3-0 In Mnneihestor In the first 
kg two weeks ago. The team now 
meets Rod Star of Belgrade In 
the quarter finals,, ,
100 VOTE PADDING 
CHARGES SWORN
transfer alK'tmcni. l.owell Dykstra is a defence addition, being 
jused as' forward.
Bcrnie Bathgate, Bob Harper, Jim I'nirburn, Walt Pcacosh, 
nil last year's Vccs. require no ihouglu. This leaves Hal just about 
wide open for replacements, provided he docs soWc (rimming. 
1 he question is, where to obtain them. '
t s up uol , TOBo n tp  (CPi- 
• laid morc\ than
/•
IIOTI'.L IIAB RIG GUICSTft
DEBUY, Krtglond (llcutefs) — 
Skuba amt Ituribino. two' <*le- 
t|\.mt.'i, K'glstered nt the M,*u)(et
-RCMP have 
100 charges 
against five Toronto persons In 
eonneetinn with alleged vote-pad 
ding In the federal riding of To­
ronto St. Paul’s 
The charges followed a judicial 
lnr|uiry into re|>orted Irregulari­
ties In preparing of voter.s’ lists 
In the riding for the federal gen­
eral election Inst June.
Chief Justice J. C. McRuer of 
Ontario conducted the public In- 
(iuiry into the allegatinna. The In
PROTESTS IMPOBTS
VIClXmiA (CPU -  Agriculture 
Minister Newton Steacy said her*
that thousands of tons of Bi Irishjciuiry \va.s eqir»|)icre<i In July nnd 
Hu; hotel .sl.ibles were riu' .f'Wlumbla toinalocs were "left to the n w r l  of the chief Justice was 
avi’ommodariou* , nvaltablQi In the fields" while IS,ooo.(KX) tuinca over (o chief electoral of- 
).• t'lwu for the week the circus' ixmnds wnre uu(M)rte<i fioin the Castonguny.
h  here. , ' , , /  1 United fttates., ■ ' ' _______  .
Tlvo two fighters will shore the 
net gate, about $17,000, on a 40-20 
basis. Brown figuring to get $6,- 
800 nnd Ixjpes’ $3,400. Thus 
Brown’.s totnl purse will be about 
$18,000 nnd Lopc.s $11,400, the big­
gest take of hiu career,'
Brown is n .3-1 choice over Lo­
pes, whose, role n.s n chompion- 
ship opiwnont brought n big 
squawk from No. I contender 
Kenny Lane, long clamoring for 
n crack nt Brown’s title, The odds 
nre'2*t Brown will knock out Lo­
pes.^
Lopes With n 43-12-2 record cur 
rcntly l.s ranked No. 0 contender 
in Ring Magazine and No, 7 by 
the National Boxing Association.
Brown, owning a 67-1-9 record, 
has on authoritative punch (or a 
littlp giiy, scoring 28 kno({;kouts„ 
I/opes has knocked out 16.




m  weight 135
66 reach inches 67
34 chest normal 34
•3fi*iii chest exp. 30
29'4 ’ waist 28
10(4 forearm lO'A





:I0V« nnklA lOta! •
USE THE
0 MERIT PLAN .v x '
,r  I




T o  miIlion.$ Of Canadian w om en for over 
tWenty-five years, the I.A.C. Merit Plan has meant 
PDettcr Living” in the best sense o f  the 
w ord. T h e same satisfied fam ilies use it repeatedly 
to  buy their major household  appliances.
V/olch your budgal whan you boy "on Hmn".  ̂ ■
Avoid ‘’ooiy lormi” ond "low doom payment" 
flnonclno —• they're more coitly In the end.






y o u r M IR IT  P LA N  d o o le r.
Ho’ll. recommend the best terme for you.
" ■ A . ' ■ '■ ' ' ^
I N D U S T R I A L  A C C S P T A N C i  C O R P O R A T I O N  I I M I '
Sponiore of tonodo'e Moef Ueed Time Purchoie Piae





It's Easy to place a Daily Courier W a n t Ad -  Ph 2 8 0 2
Coming Events
NOTICE TO THE «00 KLT SEA* 
SON Ticket Holders. ‘•GasUshf 
plajlng fenr two nights only. Pick 
up yowr tickets early a t Lemg’s 
Super Drugs. 89
THE SALVATION ARMY HOME 
League will be holding its an­
nual sale Saturday. December 7, 
2:30 p»*'. In the United Church 
hall, I  nard Avc. 72-77-83
FURNISHED TWO ROOM Iwuse 
and two unfinished rooms and 
bathroom spaeg. Water, light, low 
taxes. Must seU for health rea­
sons. Cheap for cash from owner. 
Immediate possession. Apply to 
Box 183. Rutland. No agents. 84
HOME BAKED aiRISTMAS 
Goodies, gift wrapped; handy 
crafts and Christmas table deco­
rations are features of the Junior 
Hospital Auxiliary Christmas 
Bake Sale in O. L. Jones FUmi 
turc Store. Saturday, December 
7 at 2:00 p.m. 85
Personal
-EARLY DAYS OF WDIFIELD” 
on sale $1.31 including tax. Con 
tact Mrs. W. R. Powley.'Mrs. T. 
D. Duggan. R.R. No. 1, Winfield 
or Kelowna Printers. 84
YOU’LL T H R I L L !  YOU’LL 
chill! You'll enjoy "Gaslight.’ 
Tickets at Long Sui)gr Drugs
85
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY 
Free estimates. Doris Guest 
Phone 2481. 104
THE OAH.T COURIER 
WED.. DEfh 4, 1937
Property For Sale
YOUNG 10 ACRE MIXED Fruit 
orchard now bearing 1,000 boxes 
Full sprinkler system. Cabin with 
electricity. Nice buUdlng site 
$7,000.00. Phone 5298 Summer- 
land. 1 83
FASHION NOTE FOR MOON COMMUTERS
Articles For Sale
Business Personal
IF YOU WANT THE BEST 
guaranteed TV Repair Service 
CaU at Rex TV Repair Dept., 249 
Bcnrard Avc. Phone 3405. tf
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A 
present, call and see what I 
have. Children’s table and chairs 
in all colors, and a lot of other 
useful articles. No chargoa to 
come and sec. My prices are 
right. Woodlawn Cabinet Shop 
L. A. Polzin. 2243 Richter. 8f
STORE EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE
30% TO 40% OFF
TERRIFIC BARGAINS—All new 
floor samples—must be sold to 
make room for ’58 Models.
3’, 4’ and 5’ self-serve freezers 
6’ double deck frozen food case 
6’ triple deck dairy case 
12’ triple deck dairy and pro­
duce case 
6’ vegetable case 
Butcher cases 4’, 6, and 8’ long 
20’ comb, freezer dairy and 
freshe meat case 
We have it!! You need it!!
Save $$ !!
Phone collect
NEW WESTMINSTER LA-1-7447 
or write 
P.O. BOX 670 
NEW WESTMINSTER
83
FOR FAST AND RELIABLE 
watch repairs, call at Hex Watch 
And Clock Dept., 249 Bernard 
Ave. Phone 3405. tf
IN  THE HOUSE OF COMMONS
Parliamentary Situation M oves O n  
To O ffer Exciting, Comic Moments
' t , i
Help W anted
HELP WANTED MALE OR 
FEMALE
Spare time opportunity. Ideal for 
men and women who want ad­
ditional income. If you can invest 
$100 and up for patented equip­
ment which you own and control. 
Here is a proven plan. Set your 
own hours, be yqur own boss. No 
selling. Write us about your area 
for details. Box 3233 Kelowna 
Courier. 84
Position W anted
FOR A RELIABLE BABY SIT­
TER. day or evening. Phone 6634
84
SINGER’S DESK MODEL
Modem desk style sewing ma­
chine with bench, in Blonde, Wal­
nut or Mahogany, finish. 
Automatic ZIG-ZAG stitch. A 
Dressmakers Dream.
$454.50 Singer Terms 
SEWING SUPPLY CENTRE 
425 Bernard Phone 2902
83
Men may not be quite ready 
to commute to the moon,, but 
U.S. navy msearchers in Phila­
delphia believe they already 
have proper space-going haber­
dashery for the first traveUers 
in the void. Richard J. Mc­
Gowan, who has been a guinea 
pig for many of the tests of the 
space suit, is shown left, in the 
complete moon gear. Above, 
McGowan is submerged in a 
tank of freezing brine with air 
temperature at 40 degrees Fah­
renheit. McGowan sat in the 
tank for 45 minutes without dis­
comfort during the test. Lab­
oratory director Capt. Charles 
F. GeU says the suit is now at 
the point where men wiU be 
able to live and carry out ex­
plorations on the airless sur­
face of the moon while wear­
ing it. ‘
OTTAWA (CP) — Strategically 
speaking, the Commons’ situation 
Monday offered exciting possibili­
ties. Proccdurally speaking, it 
had some comic moments, too.
1110 situation arose when Paul 
Martin (L-Essex East) offered a 
motion designed to bring about a 
special debate on unemployment 
in the auto industry.
AU opposition groups wanted 
the dclmte. Tbe government 
didn’t.
It was the first time this ses­
sion that all three opposition par­
ties had agreed on something 
And they have the combined num­
bers to defeat the government any 
time they wish.
GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
But the government agreed to 
Speaker Roland Michiner's ruling 
accepting the motion, although its 
spokesman didn’t accept Mr. 
Martin’s contentions.
Some angry words were spoken 
as the Opposition probed at the
question of whether the govern­
ment plans to cut the 10-per-cent 
auto excise tax. Press reports 
last week said this will happen. 
The government isn’t  saying offi­
cially yet. Auto makers have 
blamed public uncertain^’, - aris­
ing from the reports, as the cause 
of current big layoffs of workers.
But a touch of humor here and 
there by Speaker Michencr, some 
frankness and firmness when re­
quired, helped to kefep the spirits 
under control, although at times 
they got pretty high.
ALL OUT OF ORDER
After debate on the motion had 
gone on almost two hours, Wil­
liam 'Thomas (PC - Middlesex 
West) quietly pointed out that it 
had all been out of order. Mr 
Martin had never got around- to 
moving his motion formally.
There were stares of incredul­
ity. But Justice Minister Davie 
Fulton came to the new member’s 
support.
As the point became clear, Mr. 
Michencr confessed that he was 
in diffictulties.
"Technically,” he conceded, 
"the basis for the point of order 
is correct.”
In the/end, he chose to apply 
the spirit of Commons rules ra 
tie r than the letter. He said it 
was too k te  to raise of point of 
order that technically would wipe 
out the debate after it had gone 
on for an hour and a half.
That "would lead to complete 
confusion."
BEEF TARIFFS
Agriculture Minister Harkness 
discounted reports that higher 
tariffs are being charged on all 
exports of Canadian beef to the 
United States.
He told the Commons Tuesday 
he wished to clear up some con­
fusion that apparently exists 
about the situation.
He explained that U.S. customs
officers arc not collecting extra 
duty on Canadian beef shipments 
across the border,' But they were 
date-stamping heef now because 
the 120,QOiO-hGad quarterly quota 
set by the U.S. for Canadian im­
ports would soon be filled. The 
date stamps would establish the 
quota cutoff point.
Apparently reports that higher 
duties were being assessed had 
arisen from some customs brok­
ers collecting the over - quota 
rates in anticipation of the quota 
being filled.
Mr. Harkness said the extra 
duty would be refunded to ex­
porters . whose beef was sent 
across the border before the quota 
was reached.
’The minister did not go into 
duty rates, but it was reported 
late last month tiiat the U.S. tariff 
of UV cents a pound would be 
boosted one cent n pound on all 
beef cattle over 700 pounds ship­
ped across the border after the 
quota is filled.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
GIRLS TWO WHEEL BICYCLE, 
age 5-7, good condition and good] 
tires. Phone 3281, 2571 Richter.
841
BEATTY WASHING MACHINE, 
used, in good running condition. 
Only $15, 1889 Water St. Phone 
6831. 851
FULL PROTECnON
PROTECnON, Kans. (AP) — 
First town in the United States 
where everyone under 40 has had 
a fuU series of polio shots. That’s 
Protection! B a s i l  O’Connor, 
president of the National Polio 
Foundation, gave the town a,| 
bronze plaque denoting its dis-t 
tinction. 'The town has a popula-'r 
tion on 932.__________ _______ l[
Vi.
' d i h u n d s t o m
BRUMSWIGK,
t h m a m i
' . T r e n t o n .
PRINTED PATTERN
PIANO, MARTIN ORME„ WAL­
NUT, medium upright, good con­
dition. Phone 7347. 84
G.M. MASTER *HEATER, 6 volt, 
in good condition. Price $10 or 
nearest offer. Phone 3516. tf |
Board And Room
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941.
101
A FEW BOXFULLS OF DELI­
CIOUS apples at $1.50 a boxfull. 
J. StoUard, Okanagan Mission. 
Phone 6139. 831
COAL AND WOOD COOK | 
STOVE. ExceUent condition $20. 
Apply 631 Francis. 881
1» •  ♦ ♦
For Rent
TWO ROOM SUITE IN BEL­
VEDERE, furnished or imfur- 
nished. Apply 564 Bernard Ave. 
or phone 2080. 88
WARM FURNISHED SLEEP- 
room, Bernard Lodge, 911 Ber­
nard, phono 2215. tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING room, 
private entrance, refrigerator, 
gas stove. Apply lOetT Ethel St. 
Phone 3670. 85
OFFICE SPACE — FIRST floor 
36x21 ft. Heated, ^wo restrooms, 
front and back entrances, park­
ing space. $90 month. Long lease 
available. 453. Lawrence, phone 
2414. 97
Equipment Rentals
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and POLISHERS now available 
for rent in Kelowna. B. and B. 
Paint Spot Ltd., for details Phone 





1953 FORD VKJTORIA HARD­
TOP, fully equipped, must be 
sold. Apply 1028 Coronation Ave. 
or during day phone Bill 
Woiken at 2232. 861
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE — 
Rooms, days, week or month. 
Community-kitchen, fully equip­
ped. 924 Bernard Ave. Phone 
4124. 98
WATCH ’’CARS AND ..TRUCKS&
 sale’’—there are some great 
alns listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tlf |
THREE ROOM FURNISHED 
suite for rent for 4 months. Im­
mediate possession. Close in. Rent 
very reasonable. Phone 7620.
VOLKSWAGEN—1956-WILL take] 
older car in trade. Phone 6935.
841
NICE CLEAN FRONT BED- 
ROOM, main floor, three minutes 
walk to post office. Non-drinker. 
For full particulars call 595 
Lawrence or Dial 3873. tf
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANC-I 
ING service at low cost will help 
you make a better deal. Ask us 
now before you buy. Carruthers 
and Melkle, 364 Bernard Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C. 841
FOUR ROOM SUITE NEWLY 
decorated, furnished, heated. Air 
conditioned. Private entrance, 
Phone 3104. tf
APARTMENT — 3 ROOMS, kit- 
chen, livlngroom, bedroom and 
bath. Downtown Apartment. Ap­
ply office Bennett’s Store, 87
FOR RENT-1 BEDROOM cabin, 
bath tub or shower, automatic 
heating. Apply Welcome Inn 
Motel. • 83
FURNISHED ROOM SLEEPING 
or housekeeping, scmi-bascihcnt, 
close In, Phono 4593, 83
FULLY MODERN VERY clean 
self-contained heated cabins. 
Phone 3910. 88
Business Opportunities
THIS WON’T MAKE YOU ANY 
money but it will give you 
hundreds of dollars worth of cn 
tertalnmcnt. ' S e e  ’’Gaslight’ 
showing at the Empress, Decem­
ber 11, 12. Tickets at Long 
Super Drugs. 85
CUIBSIFIEO ADVERT18INO 
Standard Type , 
BATES
No white space. 
Minlmvm 10 words.
1 Insertion ..........per word 3
S coiuecuUvt 
Insertions — per word tjh f
S copMcuUva lotertlons 
. or more —  per word
CIimUM Display,
; On* Inicrtlon — —— |l-ia  Intli
SCOOKKUtiV*
Insertions ................ -  IDS fnC
I  consecutlvo Insertions
'J>9 inch.
S cotmt Bnca daily —$ ODO month 
, nnijr fof 9 months. .  SJSO memth 






McLEOD RIVER HARD 
and DRUMllELLER
Coal -  Briquettes 
Fi(elogs
(Compressed Sawdust) 




1054 Ellis St. Phone 2010 
84
- t i j  





Sew a whole wardrobe of smart 
dresses from this Printed Pat­
tern. Just vary the neckline from 
collar version to a scoop style— 
it’s an ideal all-season dress 
Make is casual or dressy.
Printed Pattern 9213: Misses' 
Sizes 12, 14,16. 18, 20; 40, 42, 44 
46. Size 18 takes 4% yards 39- 
Inch fabric.
Printed direction on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE, NAME, AD 
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN c/p The Kelowna Cour­
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POWER DEVELOPMENT PROPOSED
TRADE REPORT
Trade Minister Churchill, tem­
porarily back from, a Canadian 
businessmen’s tour of Britain, 
said the -mi.ssion has been suc­
cessful and predicted it will bring 
about large trade increases ^  
tween the two countries.
British information media have 
given the 55-man trade mission 
wide publicity and the enthusiasm 
shown by British businessmen 
‘has exceeded all our expecta- 
tlcns," said Mr. Churchill at 
Montreal rirport.
Ho intends to return to the 
United Kingdom before the mis­
sion’s tour ends,
Mr. Churchill said he does not 
know if Canadian businessmen 
have actually placed any orders 
for British goods but they are 
greatly impressed by industry 
there.
He pointed to the iron and steel 
industries as likely fields for Ca­
nadian buyers to tap. Canada was 
importing heavily from the United 
States while only 10 per cent of 
this country’s supply of iron and 
steel was bought in Britain.
Canadian businessmen had been 
favorably impressed by the high 
British rate of production and 
large research groups maintained 
by comnanies.
Canada’s 17,000,000 people, with 
a purchasing power equal to that 
of 34,000,000 people in Britain or 
Europe, had in turn deeply im­




’The vibrant colors of this 
needle-painting lend a note of 
elegance to any room. Ideal for 
niodern or traditional home.
Every needlewoman will enjoy 
this stitchery. Pattern 6 9 2; 
transfer of 16 x 20 inch panel, 
color chart, directions.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
in coins (stomps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern to 
L a u r a  Wheeler, Ncedlecraft 
Dept., Kelowna Courier Pattern 
Dept.; 60 Front St. W., Toronto.
Print plainly PATTERN NUM­
BER, your, NAME and AD 
DRESS.
As a bonus, 'TWO complete 
patterns arc printed right in 
our 1957 Laura Wheeler Needle 
craft Book, Dozena of other ds- 
slgns you’ll want to order-easy 
fascinating handwork for your­
self, your home, gifts, bazaar 
items. Send 25 cents for your 
copy of this book today!
Farm Produce
BUSH WOOD FOR SALE-Phone,
8815 or 2824 after 6 p.m. 881 WELL ROTTED COW MANURE,
CLEAN DRY SLAB WOOD. mntSv'^1()0 t S r 'X n  Taricy’ 
medlatao delivery. Phone 7073,J
DRY BUSH WOOD AND SLAB 
wood. Phono Ivan Spletzer nt 
6367. 83
FIR SAWDUST FOR SALE
Immediate delivery. Phone 7587.
,84
DRY FIR WOOD, ANY LENGTH 
$14 a cord, Delivered. Phone 
3850. 85
Building M aterials
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all BuUdlng Supplies. Spectal- 
lilng In Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Smelted. Phono or 
Wire O ^ers Collect, 3600 E. 




Iw p I  ‘ ' i
1853 FORD JUBILEE TRACTOR, 
disc, fann porter, tmlit;r. New 
(Oonditlon, 400 hours m  traofor- 
|A|>ply J. R. Bentley, Phono 5208 





Hospital ______  Dial 4000
Fire Hail ____ Dial 115
Ambulance — ------Dial 115
MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE
If nnable to conisci a Secter 
Dial 2728
A report to the federal gov­
ernment by a Montreal en­
gineering firm on power de­
velopment in Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick recommends 
construction of up to five steam 
plants during the next few 
years.
The report of Montreal En­
gineering Company suggested 
the plants be built at Saint 
John, N.M., and Halifax, Tren­
ton and Sydney, N.S.  ̂ and the 
fifth—“given sufficient increase 
in load in northeastern New
Brunswick’’—near Chatham or 
Bathurst j N.B.
The company also suggested 
that power transmission lines 
between the two provinces be 
interconnected by .the end of 
1959.
The report was tabled in the 
House of Commons the same 
day that Prime Minister Dief- 
enbaker announced an agree­
ment with the two provinces 
for a vast federal-provincial 
power development program.
The agreement covers a $30,-
000,000 loan to New Brunswick 
for construction of the Beech- 
wood power project and fed­
eral construction of steam 
plants and interconnecting lines. 
These would be sold to the 
provihees. It also covers a 
federal subvention on coal 
used in power production in 
the two provinces.
Map locates the proposed 
power sites and the Beechwood 
project which is nearing com­
pletion.
Anti-Dump Law Against U.k.
By HARLOD MORRISON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
GLASGOW (CP) A Scottish 
manufacturer and his Canadian 
representative have accused Can­
ada of applying anti-dumping 
laws "more bitterly” against 
Britain than any country on the 
European continent.
H. E. Semple. Glasgow rope 
maker, and his Montreal rep­
resentative, William Bone, told 
the Canadian trade mission the 
company has had great difficulty 
selling rope in Canada because 
certain European countries arc 
undercutting prices.
Whenever a British firm tried 
to sell goods in Canada at a price 
below that prevailing in the home 
market, Canada was quick to ap­
ply anti-dumping measures to 
force the price up by adding spe 
clal duties, Somplo said.
But Canada seemed to be lax, 
he maintained, in applying the 
same stringent measures against 
the Continent.
SHOULD PROTSS'lf 
H. Leslie Brown, Canadian 
counsellor nt Londoq,. said it this
is the case, the Scottish firms 
should protest. Anti-dumping 
laws were, applicable to all coun­
tries. But they were applied
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Snndaya, llolldaya and 
Wednetdaya 
8 to 8:36 P-*B<
0S0T008 CUSTOMS HOURS 







Maj.-Gen. E. L, M. Burnii, 
commander of tho U.N. Emer­
gency Force which stands be­
tween hostile Egyptians < and 
Isrnelis, says that It would bo 
^technically iwssiblc’’ to broad­
en UNEF’s operational base to 
cover other Arab - Israeli fron­
tiers. Speaking at U.N, head 
quarters In New York, ho em­
phasized that It'was n ‘’political 
question’’ lying within t h e  
txiwera n( the General AsKcm- 
b\y, \  ■
in purchases, with about 15 per 
cent from other countries, most­
ly from the U.S.
Imperial Oil would like to in­
crease purchases from Britain 
but “we are not being sold” by 
United Kingdom representatives, 
Moore said
Andre Piche, of Cap-de-la- 
Madcleins, Quc., vice-president 
of Reynolds Aluminum Company 
of Canada, said 60 per cent of
mostly when someone complains. | his firm is controlled by Amcr- 
"And it’s because we’re too leans but he has freedom to buy
honest In our prices,” Semple 
said. “We do our best,” replied 
Brown, recalling that Canada 
sent an agent to Czedhoslovakia 
to see if export prices quoted 
there were correct. Inspectors 
also could be sent elsewhere.
The exchange took place at a 
dinner by Glasgow Chamber of 
Commerce in honor o f the mis­
sion which drove to the city in 
a heavy fog from the Edinburgh 
Industrial district.
INVESTMENT INFLUENCE 
Later in an after-dinner dis­
cussion, Scottish manufacturers 
wondered whether the huge 
United States investment in Can­
ada docs not dictate tho pattern 
of Canadian imports,
Trevor Moore of Toronto,, vice- 
president of Imperial Oil Lim­
ited, said his company represents 
largo U.S. investment but it docs 
not dictate Imports. The company 
spends about $300,000,000 a year
where he likes 
However, James Duncan of 
Toronto, the mission’s deputy 
leader, said it is “going a little 
too far" to say that U.S. invest­
ment does not influence Cana 
dian purchases, There is a tre 
mendous inclination to buy goods 
in the country where the capital 
originates. He said he is certain 
that if more British capital Is 
.sent to Canada, it will le’ad to 
nerensed Canadian imports from 
Britain.
Green Says Columbia 
Project Given P rio rity
OTTAWA (CP) -  Tim govern­
ment declined- Tuesday to say 
what progress is being made In 
negotiations with the United 
States conccrrtlng Int'crnatlonal 
development of Columbia River 
waters. The Columbia /Isos in 
British Columbia a n d  flows 
through tho U.S, Pacific;' North­
west.
Works Mlnistscr Howard Green 
told opposition questioners In the 
Commons that it would bo , Inap­
propriate to state publicly what 
degree of progress has been 
mode in the negotiations.
However, the government was 
giving' th<j matter ‘’high prior 
lly” .
Jeon Imsngo, former Liberal 
resources minister, argued that 
the Commons wos entitled to 
more Information.
RKFORIB RECEIVIiD
Resources Minister Alvin' Ham­
ilton said his department has re ­
ceived engineering reports on ol 
temaUve methods of p^wer de 
velopment^iion the Columbia, one 
of them being through a diversion 
of Columbia River water Into the
BUTTON LEADS TO 
MAN’S ARREST 
CHILLIWACK (CP) — A green 
button was the only clue to a 
scries of three burglaries in Chill 
iwack. But it led to the arrest of 
a Vancouver man who pleaded 
guilty in police court to two char­
ges of breaking and entering and 
theft and one charge of breaking 
and entering with Intent,
The sUspcct, Mario Castel was 
remanded to Dec, 6 for sentence.
He was arrested by an RCMP 
constable who spotted him walk­
ing on the Trans-Cannda highway 
near Chilliwack, carrying an 
army raincoat with a button 
missing.
DENIES LEAKS
Finance Minister Fleming has 
flatly denied there was a "leak” 
to the press about a possible cut 
in the excise tax on automobUcs.
“I’m convinced there was no 
such thing as a leak from a cabi­
net source, from the department 
of finance or any government of­
ficial," he said in the Commons.
He described press reports last 
week—which said there would be 
a cut in the tax to five per cent 
from 10—as "purely and simply 
newspaper specufation.
Mr. Fleming was replying to 
Stanley Knowles, deputy CCF ' 
leader, who asked whether the 
government had "run down” a 
statement by John P. Maclean, 
Ottawa correspondent of the Fi­
nancial Post, on a CBC broad­
cast.
Mr. Maclean said of the press 
reports on tho,excise tax: ". , . 
it looks as though there has been 
a cabinet leak.”
Questioning of Mr. Fleming 
was the latest phase in tho furore 
which has surrounded the cxcisa 
tax question.
FORCES GAIN
For the* second straight month, 
Canada’s armed forces have 
reached a record peacetime per­
sonnel setrength.
Officials say this partly reflects 
rising unemployment in Conada. 
Another reason given for the in­
crease was service pay boosts 
this year.
Total strength wns 119.143 nt 
Oct. 31, latest date for which fig­
ures arc nvnllnblc. This surpasses 
the previous peak at the end of 
Seotember by about COO.
The manpower ceiling set for 
the nrmed forces is 120,000. Of­
ficials said they don’t yet face 
the problem of this ceiling being 
surpassed because the total 
strength includes cadets and np- 
nrenticc.s and their numbers — 
2,727 nt the end of October—are 
excluded from tho authorized 
mnn|K)wcr celling,
Thus offcctlvo strength of the 
forces at Oct, 31 was 116,416.
By services, strengths were: 
Navy, 19,558; Army, 47,010; 
nCAF, 51,075, Manpower ceilings 
for the forces arc: Navy, 20,(M)0; 
Army, 49,000; and RCAF 51,000.
Fraser River system. The Frnsclr 
flows entirely within B.C. ,
But Mr, Hamilton declined to 
say whether the reports would bo 
made public. He said they would 
have to be examined first.
Mr. Hamilton said one report, 
dealing with the Fraser diversion, 
wns received Jnn. 9 this year and 
llio other Monday.
H, W, Hqrrldgc (CCP - Koot­
enay West) i|nid there Is a grow­
ing feeling In B.C. that (ho fed­
eral government In doing nothing 
about Columbia Rlvor develop­
ment. ' ,
Mr. Hamilton sold the govern­
ment has moved os quickly on 
tho matter os It knows how.
Mr. Lesuge naked whether doc 
uments pertaining to Columbia 
River development hove been ex­
changed bclwcen..Canoda and tho 
U.B. as nrronged Inst ,May 20, 
"To my knowledge, Mr, 
Hamilton replied.
Mr. Lesago asked whether the 
Canadian submission to thc»U.S 
has' been prepared and it noti 
why not, '
,There WAS no replj„
ROOM AND BOARD BY GENE AHERN
r  tiK $ iL .ir  
MV UJCX THiNMEP 
our AT 7He-5AM£ 
T1W£ A5 t\ i HAJI?, 
THEN GZAPmUY 
V lEFt WITH (Ti
SO FAR, 1 )(AVENT 
POMP OUS nst\ 
O P  VALUE IN THE 
USE(? FOOKS... 
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South Weit North E u t 
lA  Pue 3 4  . Pu* 
'.♦
Opening lead—ten '.of hearts.
Whenever declarer Is faced 
with a situation where the suc­
cess of a contract depends upon 
winning a crucial finesse, he 
should make it a point to seek 
some alternative method by which 
the finesse can be avoids.
The number of cases where a 
finesse can be eliminated in favor
of a superior line of play occurs 
far more often than is 
realized.
Take, for example, this hand 
where the contract superficially 
appears to depend on the success 
of the club finesse. If declarer 
relies solely on the hope East 
was dealt the king of clubs, and 
puts his faith on only the club
finesse, he suffers a one trick 
defeat
Declarer has a 50 per cent 
chance that East was dealt the 
king of clubs, but this should not 
bemterpreted to mean that he 
has only a 50 per cent chance to 
make the contract 
South’s chance of carrying off 
the slam is. considerably greater 
than 50 per cent, provided he 
takes the preparatory steps 
necessary to increase h 1 s 
chances. With correct play. South 
becomes about a 3 to 1 favorite 
to make the slam.
After winning the ace of hearts, 
declarer draws two rounds of 
trumps and ruffs a heart. The 
A-K of diamonds w  cashed and 
a diamond is ruffM. Dummy’s 
last heart Is trumped, completing 
the first stage of4he elimination 
bf the red s^ts.
The eight of' diamonds, is led. 
When West produces the queen, 
the slam become a certainty. D e-, 
clarer allows West to win the 
trick, discarding a club from 
dummy. '
Whatever West now plays, the 
contract is made. If a club is 
led, it is right into South’s A-Q 
If a heart is led, dummy discards 
another club as declarer ruffs in 
his own hand.
At no point during the play 
does declarer relinquish his 
chance of making the contract 
vdth the aid of a club finesse. But 
by eliminating the red suits first, 
he guarantees the contract if it 
turns out that West has the ma­
jority of the outstanding dia­
monds.
JUPITER FIRING MISFIRES
, A Jupiter Intermediate ballis­
tic missile launched at Cape 
Canaveral failed to complete its 
programmed flight because of 
technical difficuluties. It was 
the latest in a series of firings 
of the big 1.500-mile range roc­
ket. The test was part of the 
. U.S. program for putting a 
satellite into an orbit around
the earth. A Jupiter fired in 
October travelled more thaq,. 
1,000 miles over the South At­
lantic. These photos show the 
missile departing from the test 
pad, bottom; it starts to rise 
slowly, centre, and at top the 
m iss^  reaches the higher Alti­
tude, showing a greater burst 
of speed.




can press reports that Canada’s 
secret code for diplomatic mes­
sages has been broken by Vene­
zuelan security police are under 
investigation, officals here said.
There was no disposition to dis­
count the reports, followed up 
here by the external affairs de­
partment, and at the Canadian 
embassies in Caracas, Venezuela, 
and Santiago, Chile.
Officials said, however, there is 
little Ukeliho^ that the results of 
the investigation will be disclosed. 
Discovery that the code had, in­
deed, been broken—should that 
prove to be the case—could preju­
dice the security of Canada’s 
communications with others of 
her missions abroad.
Chile broke off her diplomatic 
relation with Venezuela 'Thursday 
over Basulto's arrest and subse­
quent expOlsioh from that coun- 
alleging diplomatic immunity 
had been delated. ■
ile.” The negotiations opened 
lost Wednesday.
In a' statement, the railways 
said they made a ‘‘strong plea” 
to have the imion demands with­
drawn and the present contract 
extended until December, 1958. 
The request was made "in the 
light of drastically declining rail­
way traffic and revenues and of 
general economic conditions.” 
SEEK 8TH HOLIDAY 
The unions seek wage increases 
of 35 cents an hour, establish­
ment of severance pay, improved 
paid vacations, an eighth statu­
tory holiday and increased com­





MONTREAL (CP) — A federal 
conciliation board is to be ap­
pointed to try to settle a wage 
dispute between Canadian rail­
ways and 15 unions representing 
130,000 non-operating rail em 
ployces.
Request for a conciliation 
board was made Monday by the 
union’s negotiating committee in 
a telegram to Labor Minister 
Starr in Ottawa.
Frank Hall of Montreal, chair­
man of the union committee, 
said thlks with railway represent­





TORONTO (CP) -  Voters in 
London, Ont., have demonstrated 
an aversion to secret council 
meetings by electing J. Allan 
Johnston as mayor over incom- 
bent Ray A. Dennis.
In one of 14 elections held in_ 
Ontario cities, Mr. Johnston came 
out of political retirement to cam­
paign against secret meetings by 
London city council on the annex­
ation of adjacent territory.
The 53-year-old former aider- 
man, mayor and member of the 
Ontario legislature collected 10,- 
435 votes. This was twice the 
total of both his opponents, Mr. 
Dennis and William J.* Stone, who 
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ALBION (CP) — Traffic over 
the- Loughecd Highway was de­
toured to the south side of the 
Fraser river for nearly two hours 
Friday when blown fuses left the 
swing span of the new Pitt-Mea- 
dows bridge partly open. Bridge 
crews were not able to close the 
span until fuses had been re­
placed.
TV Schedule -  CHBG-TV
(Subject to last minute changes)
WEDNESDAY
4:30 Open House 
I, 5:00 Howdy Doody
[K  5:30 Swing Your Partner
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CllBC-TV News 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45 CHBC-TV Sports 
6:55 What’s On 'Tonight 
7:00 Bank of Knowledge 
7:30 The Family Album 
8:00 Boxing
9:00 International Favorite 
9:30 Riding High 
.0:00 Chevy Show 
11:00 CBC-TV News
THURSDAY
4:30 Open House 
,5:00 Howdy Doody 
5:30 Maggie Muggins 
5:45 Children's Newsreel 
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CHBC-TV News 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45 CHBC-TV Sports 
0:55 What's On Tonight 
7:00 Meet the People 
7:30 Wrestling 
8:30 Climax 
9:30 Highway Patrol 
10:00 Music Makers '58 
10:30 Folio 
11:30 CBC-TV Nows
THE OLD HOME TOWN -  Stanley
MiMlai
iin —AUNTIil TM BItOiX,. SOMrTHIM<9 AOOUT A  N  
PIPE THAT MAKBS A MAN 
LOOK SO MANCt; VIRIMT 




K3MI *MAT JOW t»»« T«0
DAILY CRYTOQUOTE — Here’s bow fo work it:
A X Y D L B A A X R  
Is L O N b  F  E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are'all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different. .
A Crytogram Quotation
G Q K H M U H  QC X P M  J L G X  R H C I H U X  
H O R C H G G Q L M  L I  G U L C M — G P W E .
Yesterday’s Crytoquote: LET EVERY MAN BE MASTER OF 
HIS TIME TILL SEVEN AT NIGHT — SHAKESPEARE.
FOR TOMORROW
This day’s influences are pro­
pitious for routine matters, men­
tal work, business dealings gen­
erally. In negotiating important 
transactions, however, do not try 
to force issues. Use tact and per­
suasion to achieve your ends. 
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow Is your birthday, 
your outlook for the year ahead is 
very plcosnat indeed. During the 
next four months, be alert to im­
press superiors with your ability, 
since a display qf initiative and 
enterprise could pay off hand­
somely by mld-1958. Depending 
upon your individual situation, 
job promotion or business expan­
sion is indicated within this per­
iod, with a corresponding uptrend 
in your, financial status.
Personal relationships will be 
under good influences for most of 
the year, with emphasis on do­
mestic and romantic t harmony 
during tho next six months; so­
cial and travel interests between 
June and September.
A child born bn this day will be 
warm-hearted, efficient and en­
dowed with n fine intellect.
Ripley's BEUEVE IT  OR NOT
M
MHLWWIS 16 A BANK MANAGER 
AND HI9 ASSISTANT IS NAMED 
MR.rORTUNE
Montreal .Ouabec
-~ r r". - Kliyy0(5^y,
TItSNIWBKDfOWftIveil ' ^
in th« nn  District of Enpland 
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MEAL 1NMT ENDED WITH 
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OORKAAWIUZ 
®  60 TO THE 
VILIA6E WHERE 
ZORKA VMS BORN, 






COME OVER THE B05S?, 








ITS NO USE,DR.LE6NAi 
r  CANT CONTACT (̂ .EISTLAHP 









ROUSH ORBIT PATTERN 
Of*THaTWB-TOP 
AND BRICK/
YES/JUOOINS FROM OUR SPE©TTW«.VH 
1 AND THE SPEED HE MU6TBC / HOURS,. 
travelin©, we shouu? cAosy
.ORBITS IN ABOUT TWBLVB ^-OUnHIRfJ 
«00R8/ --------- A " ™ ;
JUST A MINUTE, 
JOE-llLASK 
MY WIFE
JOE WANTS TO KNOW IF . 
: I  CAN GO TO A LECTURE, 
WITH HIM 
TONIGHT
, I DIDN’T SAY A LECTURE- 
I SAID A .
POKER GAME; /
GEE-HOW COULD. 
1 MAKE A MISTAKE 
LIKE THAT? THEY 
OONT SOUND 
A BIT ALIKS
H-M/HE HAS ONEO» 
GRANDMA’S BIG SANDWICHES 
AN’ A CHUNK O’ APPLE. 








CA N 'T SLE^I^ 
MAYBE A  NICE, 





MAYBE HE DECIDED TO STAY IN 
TOWN 0\mRNIGHT.8eRTHA...BUr 
I'D BETTER RIDE IN AMD MAKB
IM JUST 
(SniPmCiRAJDlAA. 
I  HAVENT 
4MVBRAIN9J
THATB NOT TRUB/ 
VAOSAiOfiO! I  SAID nr/ 
AND4J/VBAN n:,. 
TM A PUNCH,,. 
AOOM0BEa«.,
i CLASS,








, POam/B ATTITUDE 
AND COfWiNCB TOUR' 
iTMATVtXiRaA 
amn&t
r  TRIED that,•WriTD
AWPULL'/ hard TO AR(5iJB 
WiTHTHaPKMWa 
ON Twis m m r  
CAVJII ■
Declares Sommers 
W rong Section Of
Charged Under 
Crim inal Code
B.C. barrister, Arthur Dawc o( 
Okanagan Mission, is of the opin* 
Ion the attorney general’s depart­
ment is charging cx-landf and 
forest minister Robert Sommer* 
under the wrong section of the 
criminal code.
Mr. Dawe stated that section 
101 is "tailor made" to cover the 
situation which is alleged to exist 
from such facts that have been 
published from time to time in 
the newspapers.
Section 100 is provided to make 
possible prosecution of any mem­
ber of the legislature who is al­
leged to have taken any consider- 
ation for the performance of any 
act by him as a member of the 
legislature. It also provides for 
the prosecution of any person al­
leged to have given such consid­
eration.
PROVE ALL FACTS .
Under the section which Mr, 
Sommers is charged, it is still 
necessary to prove all the facts 
required to be proven under sec­
tion 101. But in addition conspir­
acy must also be proven.
Conspiraacy is a charge which 
is difficult to prove in the courts 
Mr. Dawc stated.
Mr. Bonner said the prosecutor "The assistance of the tfttor- 
wanted to see him “simply toney-general’s office is at his dis- 
impress on me the technical dif-posal," he added, 
ficuluties Involved ; . . The ques- The case has been remanded 
tion of staff and back log of until Friday, but is not expected 
cases.” to go ahead for at least another
There is “no question" that Mr. week, Mr. McMorran asked lor a 
McMorran or his staff will not week’s remand last Thursday in 
press the case, Mr. Bonner said, order to prepare case.
A.G. CONFERS WITH 
CROWN PROSKTJTOR
VICTORIA (CP) — Attomey- 
,General Rolxjrt Bonner and Van­
couver City Prosecutor Stewart 
McMorran met in Vancouver to 







Over 2,000 people have signed 
petitions asking commutation of 
the death sentence lor Calvin 
iUingbeU, due to be hanged Dec. 
17 for the slaying of a Chinese 
stor^eeper in Vancouver.
Jack O’ReUly, who spehrhead- 
cd the local petition, said all the 
signatures have been forwarded 
to Justice Minister-Davie Fulton, 
ax Ottawa.
"We feel we have done every-K
g we can," Mr. O’Reilly said.
gbeil was active in minor 
hockey circles coached by O’­
Reilly.
Three ‘petitions, presently in 
the offices of 0 . L. Jones Furni­
ture, Ritchie’s Sports Shop and 
The Daily Courier, wUl be left 
open until Dec. 7 when they too 
will be sent, to Ottawa.
“We have also obtained some 
good character references," Mr. 
O’Reilly stated. ''
Last night O. L. Jones, former 
CCF member, asked party mem­
bers attending a 25th anniversary 
celebration in Penticton, to sign 
the petition.
■“ I disagree very much with the 
death penalty," Mr. Jones said. 
“ If you feel the same, I would 
ask you to sign the petition ask­
ing for the life of this youth.” 
Frank Christian, Social Credit 
MP, has also been helping the 
local committee in its efforts to 
prevent the hanging. _____
LOCAL A N D
Foreign Missionary Will 
Address Meeting Thursday
Rev. Reginald N. Savary, a for­
eign missionaryS will address a 
meeting in the Anglican Church 
parish hall Thursday evening 
commencing at 8:15 p.m. ,
their home in Kingston, Ontario, 
while home on furlough.
UNUSUAL EGG
Supplied by 




New York (Dow Jones)
Close Change
30. Industrials -f 3.38
20 Rails — -38
13 UtiUtie* +  .60
Toronto
20 Industrials 4.19
20 Golds — .26
10 Base Metals +  .20
15 Oils — .30
INVESTMENT FUNDS 
Prices quoted on a net basis.
All Cdn Compound 5.58 6.07
All Cdn. Dividend 4.89 5.32
Can. Invest. Fund 7.96 8.74
Diversified “B” 3.10 3.40
Grouped Income 3.22 3.52
Investors Mutual 9.22 9.96
This unusual egg was dis- side was another egg perfectly 
covered by Mrs. Charles Hoy, formed with a hard shell. In- 
673 Francis Avenue while pre- side the smaller egg was a nor- 
paring the family lunch. The mal yoke, 
egg was a normal size, but in- ______ (Courier staff photo)




TYans-Canada “C" 4.90 5.30 1
INDUSTRIALS £
Bid Asked ^
Abitibi 27 27% !
Aluminum 29% 30
B.A. OU 38% 39
B.C. Forest 8% 8%
B.C. Phone 38 38%
Bell Phone 40 40%
B.C. Power 39% 39%
Canadian Oil 28 28%
CPR 23% 24
Cons. Paper 31 31%
Cons. M and S 18% 18%
Dist. Seag. 26% 27
Fam. Players 15 15%
Ford A 73 73%
Imp. Oil 42% 43%
Ind. Accep 28% 29
Inland Gas 7% 8
Int. Nickel 71% 71%
Inter. Pipe 41 41%
Lucky Lager 4.40 4.50
Massey Harris 6% 6%
McColl Fron 55% 55%
MacMiU B 24% 24%
Okan Phone loy* 11
Page Hersey 110 112
Powel River 32% 32%
A. V. Roe 13% 14
Steel of Can. 48y* 48%
TYrans Mtn. PI. 69% 70
Walkers 77% 78%
West. Ply. 10% 11%
OILS
Bid Asked
Cal. and Ed. 21% 22%
Cdn. Husky 12% 13
Cent. Del Rio 7-10 7.15
Fort St. John 4.40 4.60
Home Oil A 15% 15%
Home Oil B 14% 15%





ers are using 20 more kilowatt 
hours of electricity this month 
than they did at this time last 
year.
Average residential consump­
tion on the west side of the lake 
has jumped by 276 kilowatt hours 
according to the 12th annual re­
port of the B.C. Power Commis­
sion, released today by District 
Manager L. N. Riley.
Commission service in the area 
is also been expanded by the
port notes, however, that cost 
material and supplies have 
50 risen sharply, and that this
Mr. Riley attributes the in- 
rease in consumption to the 
[rowing popularity of electric
appliances being made available 
The annual report also refers to
BOND QUOTATIONS
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna. B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.)
Dominion of Canada
Bid Asked
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 
6th Victoi^ Loan 
3% due 1960 
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 
8Mi Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan 




























Alberta Gas , 12%
Can. Delhi 6%
N.Ont.Qas 11
Trons. Conadin C 22%





































57o due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% duo 1965 
Ontario Hydro 







expansion of facilities in the 
Peachland-Westbank area, the 
conversion of circuits to heavier 
voltage, the extensions to the new 
forest service park and to a new 
planer mill.
STEADY GROWTH 
Figures for all -the commis­
sion’s operations tell the same 
story of growth. Revenue hit a 
new high at $11,992,259, up $2,-
250.000 from a year ago. Operat­
ing surplus was $470,570.
Generating capacity increased 
nearly.357o, mainly due to the 
completion. of the Ladore plant, 
addition to Whatshan hydro, de­
velopment, and the acquisition of 
the Prince George diesel plants. 
The utility now has 104 generat­
ing units in operation, cbmpared 
to 89 a year ago. Energy require­
ments during the year exceeded 
1,000,000,000 kilowatt hours for 
the first time in the commission’s 
history. Number of customers 
climbed 13.4% and was nearly
70.000 at the end of the -fiscal 
year.
A second 138,000 volt line has 
also been built from Whatshan to 
Vernon in the Okanagan system 
a 60,000 volt line has been com­
pleted from Kamloops to Mer­
ritt, and a similar line from New 
Denver to Nakusp. Growth 
transmission plant over the year 
was 26.97o and the Commission 
now has over 1,000 miles in oper­
ation.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
During Uie year the commis­
sion gave service to 5,525 new 
customers, the largest number 
added in any year since the Com 
mission was formed. Properties 
acquired at Prince George, Fort 
St. John, Honeymoon; Bay and 
Galiano Island brought a further 
4,676 customers into the service 
areas of the commission. ‘
At the end of the fiscal year 
there were 29 power districts ser­
ving nearly 70,000 custoiners in 
212 communities in the province. 
Per customer investment in dis­
tribution plant increased 
$306 to $314.
The number of new street lights 
connected, 867 is more thaii 
double the number added in the 
previous year.
Board Of Trade's 
Skretary Post 
To Be Studied
Kelowna Board of Trade, has 
formed a committee to further 
study means of eihploying a full 
time secretary minager. ,
Appointed to the committee at 
■Tuesday night’s meeting were C. 
D. Gaddes, B of T chairman, 
Royce Bazzett, past president, 
and S. Harrison-Smith, vice-presi­
dent. Matters to be considered in­
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5% due 1975 104.00 104%
Corporations 
Abitlbl
due 1966 94.00 —
B.A. Oil
5%7o due 1977 100.00 —
B.C. Electric
5%% duo 1977 101.00 101.75
Home Oil
5% due 1071 116.00 —
Woodward's
5% duo 1977 102% —
Inland Nt. Gas
5%% duo 1977 107,00 —
Loblaw
0% duo 1977 110% —
Wcstcoast Tr. "C"
5%% due 1088 108% 109V4
52-YEAR TRADITION





sponsored by Rutlaiid Adanacs 
baseball club provided varied en- 
tertaimnent for a fair-sized crowd 
—and allowed the ball club to en­
ter the new year free of debt.
Home town talent, and enter­
tainers from Kelowna and dis­
trict participate, and the audi 
ence rdsponde warmlj) to every 
number on thef pro^am .
During intermission, ball play­
ers sold membership tickets 
Money collected together with 
proceeds from admission, was 
sufficient to pay all accounts, and 
leave a small balance as well.
Performers included Maureen 
Maundrell, Wylo Wilkinson, San­
dra Galbraith, Bruce Bissell and 
the "Kels” , Garry Fortney, Hart 
Egg, Len Hyman, Gerry, Elaine 
and Bobi Nairne, Fred Plotnikoff, 
Beverly Mills, John Sedlack, 
Vicki Clement, Charlotte Doke 
and Joan Hodgkinson.
Winners in the two classes were 
—vocal and instrumental: first, 
Rutland High School “German 
Band”, an amusing number by 
six band members (few in the 
audience suspected that one of 
the players was school musical 
director, Gordon King); second, 
John Sedlack, accordianist; and 
third, Len Hyman.
In the other class, first prize 
went to the Nairne,, sisters for 
their dance, “Trio Rythms” ; sec­
ond prize to Bruce Bissell for a 
magicians act; and third prize 
was awarded to Vicki Clement, 
Charlotte Doke and Joan Hodg 
klnson for their dance, “Tennes­
see Hoedqivn".
Judgea- were Mrs. M. Forsythe 
and Mts. Percy Wolfe. Master of 
ceremohies Harry Cox kept the 
audience laughing with quips 
from^aud acrobatics, enough to elicit 
comment from judges that he 
should have been awarded a 
prize tool
/ At the close of the program, Vic 
Stewart, president of the ball club 
toanked performers, and espec­
ially Jean Fuller Vipond, who had 
brought to Rutland a large num­
ber of; her young dancing pupils
Born in Kingston, Ont., where 
his father, the late Archdeacon 
Savary, was rector of St. James 
Church, Kingston, he received his 
early Vacation at Kingston Col­
legiate and graduated in arts 
from University College and in 
’Theology from Wycliffe College, 
Toronto, in 1935.
Mr. Savary' was ordained by 
the late Primate. Archbishop 
Owen of Toronto, and served as 
curate at the Church of The Mes­
siah, Toronto;
Mr. and‘Mrs. Savary first went 
to Japan in September 1937, Fol­
lowing language study in Tokyo 
he served in the Niigata district 
toe Diocese of Mid Japan 
where he remained until his first 
furlough. . His 'second term of 
serfice was interrupted by-the 
outbreak of hostilities and on re­
turning home to! Canada Mr. Sav­
ary served with the provincial 
bear'd of oriental missions in Brit 
ish Columbia and latterly in the 
diocese of Ontario.
Always possessed of a strong 
call to work with the Japanese 
Church, Mr. and Mrs. Savary ap­
plied in 1952 to M.S.C.C. to return 
to work in the diocese of Kobe 
Japan.
For the last five years he has 
been the only foreign missionary 
serving on Shikoku Island, One of 
the four main islands of Japan, 
At Tokushima with his Japanese 
colleagues he has bunt up one of 
the strongest self-supporting'Jap­
anese congregations 
Mr. and Mrs. Savary’s eldest 
son is a student at the University 
of New Brunswick, Fredericton, 




VKJTORIA -i- An unauthorized 
"souvenir centennial booklet” is 
being sold in B.C. as an official 
record of planned < 1958 events, 
B.C. Centennial Committee chair­
man L. J. Wallace warne^'today.
'The official B.C. centennial re­
cord book will be on the stands 
early next month, Mr. Wallace 
said. The official record book is 
being published by Evergreen 
Press Ltd., Vancouver, and no 
other publication has been auth­
orized by the committee.
Early this year, an Injunction 
was granted Evergreen Press 
against Robert Noel and the In­
ternational Publishing Company. 
’The injunction stated that the In­
ternational Publishing (^ompany 
and its agents were prohibited 
until the trial of the action “from 
soliciting advertisements for pub­
lications or in the sale of the pub­
lications making any statements 
or advertising in such a manner 
as to cause the public to believe 
Uiat theirs is the official publica­
tion of the government relating 
to the centennial exposition.”
Mr. Wallace suggested that all 
local centennial committees and 
the general public query thor 
oughly all agents selling " c e a -  
tennial” advertising or “centen- 
ijial” goods, !
“Before making a decision,” he 
said, “contact your Better Busi­
ness Bureau, Chamber of Com­
merce, or Write to the B.C. Cen­
tennial Committee, Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria.
The authorized record book 
carries the official B.C. centen­
nial crest.- It also contains the’ of­
ficial calendar of events, a list­
ing of all the planned celebrations 
throughout the province, which 
was recently pi^uced by the 
B.C. centennial committee. It has 
many stories and pictures of var­




’GLENMORE — BujWing fig-| 
ures for the month of November 
in Glenmore totalled $13,075 to 
bring the total to date to $240,- 
060. For the same period last 
year November showed a total of 
$29,850 with the period of Jan­
uary to November $323,138. -
Mr. Cam Lipsett travelled to 
Vancouver on a short Inuiness 
trip. •• '  \  ■;
The Glenmore branch of th| 
Anglican Parish Guild had a stal 
of l^by and children's clotoins 
and novelties at the- Anglican 
Church Bazaar. They made 
total of $60.85 in the stall plus 
$14.11 at a guessing contest
Vernon Cafe Manager 
Forfeits $1D 0 Bond
(Coiirier'a Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — Frank S t  Amend 
Vernon cafe manager. forfcllc<i 
bond that he had posted on a pre 
vious chcarge.
Bond of 1100 was imposed that 
S t  Amand keep the peace for 
three months alter he assaulted 
a woman In his cafe on Ort. 17. 
He was also fined $25 on the 
same charge. Bond was broken 
Nov. 9, when the accused assaul­
ted Joseitolno Danyluk.
S t Amand appeared to be sen­
tenced on the original assault 
charge. He received an additional 





SYDNEY (CP)‘ — Australia’s 
worst bushfire in years caused 
heavy personal losses Monday to 
residents of the mountain towns 
of Leura and Wensworth Falls, 60 
miles northwest of Sydney._ At 
least 127 homes were burned al­
most comiiletely. Church, schools 




Now that nomination day Is 
over and there are five men seek­
ing election Thursday of next 
week for the three vacant seats 
on the city council, some electors 
are wondering why nomination 
papers were not submitted for 
James Razzell, as ’ hinted they 
would be, in story in the Cour­
ier last week.
At that time, Mr. Razzell, who 
is the advertising manager for 
B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., had agreed 
to stand but over the Weekend 
the picture in regard to his work 
changed and he had to back out.
The following telegram was re­
ceived from Mr. Razzell in Mon­
treal by the Courier Monday mor­
ning, shortly before nomination 
deadline was reached:
CANNOT ACCEPT
I sincerely regret that con­
trary to the report which appear­
ed in the Courier, I will be un­
able to accept a nomination as 
alderman.
“I realize that my supporters 
have gone to considerable trouble 
on my behalf. However, on Sun­
day, I was advised that pressure 
from business would not permit 
me to devote the necessary time 
to council work.
“I find it necessary therefore to 




OTTAWA (CP)-The Canadian 
Temperance Federation plans to 
ask the federal government that 
it be made a criminal offence for 
any car driver to be found with 
.05 per cent more alcohol in the 
blood stream at the time of a 
motor vehicle accident.
The federation, which opened a 
two-day convention Tierc, Tues­
day, will ask deletion from the 
Criminal Code the section which 
states that "no person is requir­
ed to give a sample of blood, ur­
ine. breath or other bodily sub­
stance for chemical analysis” af­
ter car accidents.
A brief prepared by the federa­
tion says this section nullfies the 
Criminal Code clause which says 
that result of a chemical analy­
sis may be admitted in evidence.
Photofilm is made from wood.
a ___  _ _
^__ ___________  also went up in flames. The loss
their lamUy"  ̂ther will be making wa,s estimated at $4,480.000.
ETNA ACnVE 
CATANIA, Sicily (AP) — Etna 
continued to explode and pour out 
lava today. The lava flow from 
the 10,758-foot volcano has tra­
velled nearly two miles down 
from the northeast crater, but 




The next time you have a pre­
scription to be filled, take it to 
Long Super Drugs. Here the 
competent and obliging phar­
macists will give you just what 
your doctor orders, with speed 
and courtesy. If you wish, take 




"Where All Kelowna Saves".
Safevfay s the BEST P/oce
NOTTINGHAM, Eng. (AP) — 
Mrs. Beryl Mavis Hooton was 
awarded a divorce from John 
F. Hootort Monday, She testi­
fied he refused to work for 
fear she might bo unfaithful in 
his absence.
QUEER LOOT
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Burglars 
who broke Into the Pogodja social 
hall took five palm trees, 11 Afri­
can masks, eight plastic tropical 
fish qnd a trapeze,.
SELL-OUT FOR LANZA
LONDON (Reuters) Singer 
Mario Lanza, making his first 
concert appearance in Britain 
next month, has caused London’s 
Royal Albert Hall’s biggest stam­
pede for tickets in '86 years. The 
big auditorium’s 7,000 scats were 
sold out In four hours. Now an­
other concert is plnjaned.
ITS PACKED FULL OF
Is GRENFELL, Snsk. (CP) -  
Farmer Ervin Wolfe reports his 
collie dog likes chnslng cats—the 
kind, with a white stripe on their 
backs. The dog, Laddie; killed a 
dozen Skunks during the summer.
ENDEBBY. B.C, (CP) ~  The 
tradition of Itosoman family ser­
vice to the City of Enderby end­
ed after 52 years with the resign­
ation of city ckrk Hazel Iloso- 
man. , , •■ ■ ■,
The retlgnatlon takes effect at 
the end of the year when Endor- 
hf is seheduled to revert to vil- 
b$e status,'The change has t>c«nK
' oned hut MUs Rotoinan said 
r  letter that whether Ender- 
Is cbanii(Hl (ornot. she 
wishes to  devote all her sttentlon 
to ,M«|)liiif her D6-ycaiHild father 
CeNMshte fusl hailHPijr*
Shd recalled that her father 
atarted the city office in 1005 
"with nothing but n charter of 
Incorporation, a minute book, and 
pen end ink.”
Six years later she l>cgan to 
assist her father at his work ond 
acquired a Job that lasted 46 
years. For the last 18 years she 
was city clerk and her father 
supervisor, a p(»t In twhich he 
hod not been active for some 
time/ .
Assistant Clerk II. J. Watt has' 
been invited to become clerk nekt 




GIVE BQpK nCKETS I^ R  CHRIBTMM-
A  H i ' i v r l i u l  o (  lu l l k [ i n y  t n i \ l i e  h r r , lo v i *
0 « R lw lA S k = C M P £
fETA m m  SAINT • DON MURRAY 
ANTHONY FRANOOSA - MiOYD NOLAN
'TWO Days OnlJjr — 7t00 and 9:05 pjn. 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
COMING FRIDAY 
SUCCESS SPOIL ROCK HUNTER
For Your Christmas Needs
IN GROCERIES. VEGETABLES and MEATS
’ . ' , . . , 1  , ■
V Prices Effective
DECEMBER 4 to 11
\ '
